CHAPTER S S I I I
THE LAST ATTACKS ON T H E FARhi

THE front of the I Anzac Corps, originally a mile in extent,
had been stretched by the northward thrust to 4,100 yardsmore than two miles and a quarter. This was still held by
one division, with one brigade holding 1,600 yards in front
of the windmill and a second 2.600 yards on the north-eastern
and northern face of the salient. General White insisted on
constant precautions to meet the danger of a German attack
against the protracted flank, but the precautions took the form
of increasing not the infantry garrison, but the artillery:
and of multiplying the defences. In the dreadful school of
the first tour at PoziBres, the divisions had gradually learnt
the lesson seldom afterwards forgotten-not to overcrowd the
front line. The garrison of the northern brigade’s front
eventually* fell as low as four companies, three being on the
northern and one on the eastern face. Other companies were
in support nearly half-a-mile back in Park Lane, Tom’s Cut,
“ K ” Trench, and Centre Way ; the remainder, including the
reserve battalion, which usually provided carrying parties for
the brigade, extended as far in rear as Sausage Valley and La
Boisselle.
The heavy losses in the first PoziBres also naturally inclined
the Anzac leaders at this time towards a contemporary theory
(partly founded on reports of the German operations at
Verdun) that in attack, provided the artillery preparation had
been thorough, the infantry need not be thrown in so strongly
as had been the custom with the British Army. The short
narrow advances prescribed at this stage of the Snmme battle
’On Aug. 1 8 two brigades of the field artillery of the 2nd Division had come
into the line, making seven in all behind the corps front On Aug 23, when two
other brigades of that division relieved two of the 1st Division. the supporting
artillery comprised three brigades of the Lahore Divisional Artillery and four of
the and Australian Dwision
Of the latter, two were now in Mash Valley.
Except in battle barrages, the Lahore brigades covered the northern, and the
Australian the eastern, front.
SBy the beginning of September
On Aug 27 one battalion. the rgth, actually
held from AIouquet Farm nearly to The Elbow-i,goo
yards. This was recognised
as being too wide a front, and a battalion of the 7th Brigade was sent up to take
over its right sector.
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were almost invariably followed by frightful casualties when
the enemy turned his guns-which were not captured or even
Efforts were
disturbed-upon
the newly-won positions.
usually made to avoid this result by hurxying on the work
of “ consolidation,’’ and then sending back a large proportion
of the front-line troops before the enemy’s guns had time
to register and pourid the new front line. But at this stage
of the war there was also a definite policy of attempting to
avoid such losses by using lighter forces in the attack. Moreover, it was a matter of great difficulty, if not a sheer
impossibility, to assemble 2,000 men at the head of this salient
without the knowledge of the enemy. If, therefore, success
could be obtained with light forces after strong bombardment,
a welcome solution would be afforded. The rapid advance of
the 4th Division towards Mouquet Farm, carried out with
comparatively light forces, gave confidence in the method ;
and, although the defences near the farm were obviously
stronger than those encountered during the advance, their
strength was as yet uncertain, and they were still attacked
with formations very much thinner than those which stormed
Pozieres and the Pozieres heights. Thus, whereas at Pozieres
a front of 1,500 yards had been attacked by two full brigades,
and the capture of the O.G. Lines and Brind’s Road-2,m
yards-had been effected by seven or eight battalions, in no
instance had a whole brigade been thrown against the 1,500
yards of enemy front at Mouquet Farm. The forces employed
had thus far been:
August 14th (front, 1,500 yards)-3 battalions ;
August 18th (front, 1,000 yards)-2 battalions;
August 21st (front, 1,000 yards)--a& battalions.
Moreover, from August 18th onwards all the battalions
employed had been serving their second tour in this battleline ; consequently their strength rarely exceeded 600 rifles
and sometimes fell short of it. G.H.Q. was responsible for
the tactics which occasioned recourse to this policy, but not
for the policy itself. Reference has already been made to a
letter* in which Haig warned his army commanders that
economy was to be sought, not by using forces too weak for
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success, but by carefully selecting objectives and employing
sufficient troops to capture and hold them. I t is doubtful,
however, if this warning had penetrated as far as the Anzac
staff.
The 2nd Australian Division, which returned to the line
after a fortnight's rest, had already lost over 6,200 of its
infantry' in the two attacks upon Pozieres heights. The 6th
Brigade uiider Gellibrand had suffered least: and was therefore chosen for the next stroke of the battering ram against
the farm. Upon Gellibrand pointing out that only one of
his battalions, the 21st, was strong enough for fighting of
this nature, it was decided to limit the attempt to an advance
on one side of the farm. Ascertaining from Colonel Blarney,
chief of staff of the 1st Division, that the thrust would
probably be, as heretofore, east cf the farm, Gellibrand
allotted that sector to the z ~ s t with
,
the 24th on its left, the
23rd holding the long
eastern flank, and the
22nd carrying.
The
front east of Pozi6res
was held by the 5th
Brigade, and the 7th
was
employed
in
digging communication
trenches."
The 6th
Brigade relieved the
3rd in the late afternoon and night of
August 22nd.
These weeks were marked by great aeroplane activity over
the battlefield, the Allies-on some days with at least fifty
machines simultaneously in the sky-endeavouring, still with
much success, to maintain their local supremacy. But on this
afternoon several German aeroplanes were overhead. I n the
general absence of landmarks, part of the incoming 6th
Brigade came over the slope facing hlouquet Farm in close
'The total loss of the division was 6.848. See p. 724.
'The fighting strength of Its battalions on Aug. a a was roughly: axst-about
a3rd and a 4 t h d a c h about 600.
OSome of the working parties of the 7th Brigade had to march seven miles from
the Albert brickfields, and to return thither after their daily or nightly tasks,
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formation, and was detected, probably froin the ground but
certainly either from ground or air. An intense barrage of
shrapnel and high-explosive immediately descended on the
whole area froin Mouquet Farm to Pozikres, lasting from
6 p.m. till midnight. The 24th Battalion, which had lost so
heavily in "K" Trench four weeks earlier, was again caught.
The guide for one company was killed, and its officers had to
grope forward as best they could through the moonless night.
T h e Quarry was crowded with wounded ; the last platoon of
the 12th was not relieved until dawn.'
The time was now approaching for very important operations.
It has been explained that the piecemeal" tactics
inaugurated on JUIY 23rd were only to continue until certain
secret instruments-and
fresh troops-were
available for
resuming a wider offensive. On August 16th Haig informed
his army commanders that the instruments in question-heavy
armoured " caterpillar " cars which, for secrecy, had been
referred to in correspondence as " water tanks "9-would
shortly reach France, and that the new offensive, in connection with which they would be used, would probably take
place in the middle of September. It was hoped that this
attack might at last break through the German front and
enable the British to "roll it up." Before it could be
prudently launched, however, Giiichy and Guillemont, so often
assaulted by the right of the British Army, must be captured.
On the left of the battlefield the one important preparatory
measure must be the seizure of the Thiepval-Poziires ridge,
It was arranged with the French that conibined operations
against Ginchy, Guillemont, and the area south-east of them
should be undertaken on August 28th or 29th after a p r e
liminary attack on the ~ 4 t h . Gough was asked to make the
Thiepval operations, if he could conveniently do so, simultaneous with the Fourth Army's attack.
The plans for the nest attack on hlouquet Farm contemTThe young officer in charge of thls platoon, Lieut E. L A. Butler, a well-loved
Tasmanian cricketer, being mortally wounded i n this harrage, and several of his
men hit, the medical officer of the xztli, Capt W W S Johnston (of hlelbnurne)
went forward again through the barraqe and attended to them.
I n the 24th.
Lieut. W. A Coward (of Clare. S Aust ) , a Duntroon graduate, was among those
killed in the same bombardment
*See p 529.
*For example, the orders of the Q hI G 's dep:ytment at G H 8. notifie2 the
No. 2 Water Tank Coy. and
arrival at Le Havre from England on Aug. 2 5 of
" 14 I-ton tanks.',',
These orders were seen by many, but the true nature of the
was known to few, and the secret was excellently kept.
secalled "Tanks

~
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plated-contrazy to t e impression at first o b t a ~ e dby General
Gellibrand-a thrust on its western side. General White,
holding the principle that it was useless to renew a defeated
attack without changing the method,’O had on August 22nd,
in a letter to the staff of the 2nd Division, laid down that,
for the moment, the position already gained on the high
ground ( k .east
, of the farm) must be consolidated, and the
attack must be aimed at the lower objectives, shown in the
marginal sketch. At the same time, in view of the urgent
securneed of
ing the higher
ground ahead, the
2nd Division was
directed to lose
no opportunity of
advancing towards
the Fabeck Graben
(known at that
time as “High
Trench ’ I ) , east of
the farm, even if
only by bombing. The following day, in a letter to the
commanders of the 2nd and 4th Divisions, White explained
the further plans. When the 2nd had straightened the line
in front of the farm, the 4th would come in on its left and
-presumably on the same day as the main assault on Guillemont-would thrust a further 500 yards towards the Zollern
Redoubt. This plan, however, could only be carried out if
the I1 Corps, either earlier or at the same time, attacked on
the immediate left.”
These orders, of which the relevant part reached Gellibrand
on August sgrd, placed him in a very awkward pcsition. He
had now, it is true, little doubt that the plan of attacking
west of the farm was the right one, since it avoided the
extreme exposure of the right flank to the enemy east of the
salient. But unfortunately he had placed his only fit battalion
--the arst-on the wrong side of the farm; to employ the
24th after its sufferings in the barrage of July 27th and
10It was held that the two previous attempti along the ridge had failed through
the exposuie of the troops to German artillery-fire. presumably before the actual
attacks. This assumption was not altogether justified.
11 That is, against the Konstanrer Graben, north of Skyline Trench.
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August 22nd was out of the question. It only remained for
the two battalions to change places in the line; and on the
afternoon of August 24tl1, by an elaborate series of moves
resembling the shunting of trucks in a congested railwayyard, this remarkable transposition was carried through practically without loss. Of incalculable advantage for quick
consultation with the front line was the fact that Gellibrand
had insisted upon moving his brigade headquarters a mile
and three-quarters nearer the front, to a dugout near Pozieres
cemetery. The almost overwhelming difficulties of supply had
also been eased by two new measures: first, General Legge
t.ad arranged that his infantry should take with them into fhe
line rations for forty-eight hours; second, the pioneers had
extended the tramway to the head of Mash Valley near the
cemetery, and Captain Norman, Gellibrand’s staff-captain, had
obtained leave to advance to that point the brigade supplyd6p8t-afterwards known as “ K Dump.” Nevertheless, the
German barrages-especially one on August 25th, which is
said to have killed or
wounded ninety-six men
,
in a single company of
,WTthe 21st-were
so severe
that the carriage of
. supplies
through
the
forward area could be
maintained
only
with
difficulty.’*
I t was recognised-by
no one more certainly than
by General Legge-that
before any operation better
communications must be provided. The 7th Brigade dug an
excellent trench down the exposed slope near the line of the
~

U O n Aug. 24, for example, Lieut. 0. A. Jones of the zrst started from the
Chalk Pit with ninety men carrying bombs, small arm ammunition, flares, and
water.
Some were left half-way a t “ K ” Dump; but fifty continued on. At
Park Lane they were divided into tens, because the Germans would be able to
see them descending the slope beyond. Jones and the first ten got through, and
also part of the second ten; two-and-a-half hours later Lieut. A. N McLennan
(of Melbourne) of the zznd arrived with eight or nine more. No others came
through the barrage. The men were blown down or half-buried more often than
seriously wounded.
The work of the signallers was at least equally difficult.
Although five “laddered” lines were laid to The Quarry for use in the coming
attack, they broke down immediately the operation began.
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old “K,” but within two days it had been shattered by German
shell-fire. Another essential was to ascertain the precise
position of the opposing front lines immediately south of
Mouquet Farm, which was still uncertain. Although Lieutenant
Monteath of the 9th and others had passed without interference through the trench at Point @ (beside the Pozieres
road south of Mouquet Farm),lS Germans had afterwards
appeared in it. Australians had even entered the farm
rubble-heaps without molestation, but at other times a machinegun fired there, though protected (it was thought) only by a
handful of Germans who busily threw flares. With a view
to resolving some of this uncertainty, the 6th Brigade on the
nights of August 23rd and 24th sent out patrols, which ran
into the Germans all along High Trench (Fabeck Graben)
and in front of it, but met less resistance west of the farm.
As to the farm itself, reports were utterly conflicting. On
the night of the 23rd a supposed strong-point near its northeast corner was visited and reported unoccupied. The 24th
Battalion established a bombing-post in a large crater almost
touching the south-eastern rubble-heap. Yet on one occasion
the front-line troops saw several hundred Germans filing
over the ridge through the damaged Fabeck Graben towards
the farm. I n spite of deadly fire from the Victorians they
reached a point near the northern heaps, and then disappeared.
While, theref ore, some Australians were convinced that the
place was practically empty, others maintained that it was
a warren of strongly-garrisoned underground works. At a
conference of his regimental commanders, Gellibrand asked
whether the 21st would by a patrol attempt to seize the
machine-gun reported to fire from a dugout south of the
farm. Receiving the answer that it was impossible, he
unguardedly asked Major Hore of the 6th Machine Gun
Company whether any of his men would care to try. The
machine-gunners accepted, and crept to the dugout, but without finding the gun;” but the incident had another result,
13 See note 7 4 on fi. 800, and glate N o 60.
14 The patrol consisted of Privates F. Wigmore (of Bridgewater-on-Loddon, Vic.),
L. C. Byrnes (of Nyah district, Vic.), and J E. Smith (of Melbourne).
Wigmore bad visited the dugout at noon on Aug. 2 4 . The patrol went out the
following night, and on its way back perceived four Germans in a crater with
telephone. apparently observing for their artillery.
Wigmore, on coming in,
borrowed a rifle from the infantry, crept back, and shot three of the Germans.
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unintended by the brigadier. Some of the zIst appear to
have held that his suggestion should have been taken up,
and, when later they went into action, their determination to
prove that the 21st was not faint-hearted caused needless
impetuosity .
The main attack was to be delivered by the 2rst in two
waves against Points 54, 77, 27, and 12 (shown in the
marginal sketch). On
the right the 24th J
*
would endeavour to
secure, by means of
bombing parties advancing behind the
barrage, the dugouts
of the farm and
Point 31, while patrols
pushed up all northward-leading trenches. ‘
011 the left, as the
British ( I 1 Corps)
were not attacking,
the flank of the 21st
must be protected. Its
extreme flank was to seize part of a knot of German trenches
known as “Point 54,” at a cutting on the road from 81
towards Thiepval. From that point to the old line it would
be guarded by a company of the 22nd, which was to follow
closely upon the left of the 21st and drop its platoons
successively to form flanking posts in the shell-holes. As
General White, for the safety of this flank, urged the capture
of certain points 300 yards more to the west, it was arranged
that the last phase of the barrage should be thrown well
forward,” so as to allow patrols to reach those positions
after the objective originally set had been attained. Gellibrand
chose to attack at dawn, his object being partly to achieve
surprise, since all previous attacks by the Australians on this
battlefield had been made at night or late in the afternoon.
I t would also be an advantage that the troops, after assembling
v . 7 ~1op:r skftch on mxst pag:.
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under cover of dark, would advance when there was just
light enough for them to see the lie of the country without
themselves being clearly seen. By careful observation during
the dawn of August 25th.
#rA
Gellibrand a n d Major
.- +
Plant, his brigade-major,
--a.-7
.
..
determined that the licht
"
was suitable about 4.30. V i e w f r o m Skyline Trench near Point
In
consultation
with 81 towards the objectwes o f the 6th

e
\

Brigade. The front before the battle

divisional headquarters,
is shown bv a dotted line.
therefore, the attack was
fixed for 4.45 a.m. on August 26th. As a guide to the
direction of the objectives, wires were run forward from both
flanks of the z u t . Divisional orders were to watch the
barrage "closely, and to keep as close as possible to it up
to the objective."
The barrage, which for the first three minutes advanced
in steps of about fifty yards a minute, was laid down by
four brigades of artillery,l6 while seven batteries of heavy
howitzers, which for
some days had battered
the objectives, fired
heavily for five minutes
on the Fabeck Graben."
The zrst, which halfan-hour
before
the
starting
time
had
climbed out of its
front-line trench and
lain down in proper
order twenty-five yards
f8-powPer barrage, Awg. 26. Minutes a ter
der0
shorn thws: 0.01. 01-02. a n d so
ahead, now rose and
forth. The mfafortry WCTC 'to be drevimsly
wrthdrarn from any Fosts which would lie
followed the Screen of
wnder the barrage.
bursting shells. This
"The 5th A . F A . , and sth, ~ l t h and
,
18th R.F.A. Brigades.
"Three extra siege batteries had h e n attached to the I Anzac Corps, whose
heavy siege artillery now comprised the 45th Heavy Artillery Group (36th, 54th.
55th. 73rd. g+th, 108th. and 137th Siege Batteries) and 55th H A G . (four
batteries of British 60-pounders). Of the siege batteries, the 73rd (South Africa)
108th. and 137th had 6-inch howitzers: the 36th and 54th (Aust.). %inch; and
the 55th (Aust ) , and 94th. g a-inch These howitzers had flung nearly 700 shella
daily on Aug. 23. 24. and 0 5 .
During the attack the heavy artillery of the
I1 Corps assisted by firing on German batteries.
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first lay almost overhead and then advanced by well-marked
stages, the line of troops being, according to one account?
“ a s close as twenty-five yards to it.” Though the ground
was rough with shell-holes, these were dimly visible, and the
hurrying troops were just able to keep up with the line of
shells. The whole area now resembled a sea of brown
craters, in which the farm lay like a heap of half-submerged
flotsam.18 Close in front of the objectives lay the Courcelette
road, but it was recognisable only by the low stumps of a
few trees which had once shaded it. The advancing line
passed it almost immediately, and with it the remains of the
Konstanzer Graben (Constance Trench), from which a party
of Germans fled as the troops approached. The objective
trench, the Grosser Riegel ( I ‘ Zigzag Trench ” ) , lay just
beyond, barely traceable ; and, except on the left, the line,
hurrying after the barrage, crossed it without any notion of
halting there and swung unconsciously eastwards in the
direction of flares which were rising from the farm or beyond.
As the troops topped the shoulder on which lay the farm, a
machine-gun somewhere to the left opened in enfilade, killing
a number of men and causing the left centre to split and
hesitate. The greater part, however, went on, disappearing
from view.
The commander of the left company, Captain Sale,le
himself wounded at this
stage, felt certain that
.:
the objective lay on the
near side of the shoulder,
.
and that the advance was
proceeding too far. H e
succeeded in stopping a
few men and, after a
chase, in bringing back
. ..,
some others; but orders
:
could not be heird in the
din, and it was a mere
handful that he succeeded
“ Like a broken, water-logged fish-basket,” says one account.
Architectural draughtsman; of Melbourne;
10 Capt. F. J. C. Sale, M C.; aIst Bn.
b. Ascot Vale, Vic., 14 June, 1892. Died. a8 July, 1937.
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in placing in two or thrre craters approximately in their
proper position-Point 77 in the Zigzag Trench. The sound
of machine-guns beyond the rise showed that the rest of the
line had run into heavy fire somewhere near the back of the
farm.
Another effort to correct the mistake was made, from quite
a different direction, by an officer of the 24th from the east
of the farm. On this flank two of the bombing parties of
the 24th, advancing as the barrage lifted, reached their
objectives : one, under Sergeant Pollington,zo managed to
throw a few bombs near the north-east corner of the farm,
but suffered heavily from machine-gun fire and was driven
back. The other, under Sergeant Robertson,*l bombed the
cellars at the south-east corner, and, having expended all its
grenades, sought a further supply from Lieutenant Mahony,l'
who with a party of thirty was about to dig a trench along the
southern fringe of the farm, joining the 21st and 24th. The
Germans, however, now emerged from some opening in the
ruins and quickly set up a machine-gun, which rendered both
digging and bombing impossible. But it was within the
scope of Mahony's orders to advance to help the 21st, and
this he decided to do. Seeing one of its sergeants, he secured
him as guide, and was
directed into a German
trench leading to the
western side of the farm.
Some of the 21st were
bombing up
it;
but
Mahony. catching sight of
.
the main part of that
battalion streaming away
west of the farm far
beyond their objective, ran
after them and brought
some back. The bombing
Capt C. D. Pollington, M C., M.M.; 24th Bn. Grocer; of Dumosa, Vic.; b.
Murtoa, Vic , 1891.
Sgt R. J. Robertson (No 590; 24th Bn ). Clerk; of East Prahran, Vic.; b.
Oxley Plains, VIC.. 31 Aug., 1880. Killed in action, 26 Aug., 1916.
"Capt J A. Mahony, M.C.; 24th Bn. Civil servant; of Hansonvillc. Vic.; b.
Northcote, Vic., 1894. Killed in action. 5 Oct., 1918.
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in the trench had then ceased, the Germans in three dugouts
having apparently been subdued.
Mahony returned with
this news to the commander of the zIst, Lieutenant-Colonel
Forbes.S‘
T o summarise. On the right, the bombing parties of
the 24th had been repelled; in the centre, the main part
of the zIst had followed the barrage far beyond the
objective, but others had seized the trench west of the
farm; on the left centre a small party held the objective
near Point 77. I t remains to tell of the progress of the
left flank.
Most of the zIst’s left company, which was to have seized
a frontage from Point 54 to Point 77, had, like the centre,
swung far to the right. Part of one platoon, however, under
Lieutenant Jonesz4-in civil life a young Victorian policemanhad advanced in almost the true direction and reached and
manned some craters near the Zigzag Trench.” Enemy fire
was coming from only one point, 130 yards to the left. Jones
at once recognised that this was Point 54, which his
company should have captured. H e called for the two
special parties which were to barricade enemy trenches
leading beyond the objective. -Only one party was
there. “ Well,” said Jones,
“we’ll go and take Point
54.”
They reached it, still
in the half-light, and
found that its nearest
face consisted of a trench
parallel to and just short
of the roadxutting, from
which it was divided by a
high wide bank on which
“Lreut.-Col. F. W. D. Forbes. C.N.C., D.S.O., V.D
Commanded zrst Bn.,
r g r 6 / 1 7 . 20th D n , 1gi8/rg. Bank manager; of Melbourne; b. Prahran. Vic., a
Feb.. 1883.
“Capt. 0 A Jones, i r s t Bn. Police constable, of hlelbourne; b Broadford,
Vic.. 1 1 July, 1892. Died of wounds, 3 Mar, 1917.
=The men had been told that the objectlve was fifty yards beyond the tree.
stumps. y d , as they neared that point. rifles on shoulder, Jones heard them
&outing
thii is where we get to the line.”
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scrub had once grown. In this trench, separated by large
traverses, were the entrances to a series of deep dugouts.
Jones, as he lifted the
waterproof sheet over
Y
/
the
order first
to throw
entrancein ina

- a i f l # zq

v
-==%.-

1

bomb, could hear one of
the Germans stumping up
the steps from below,
k
-=- -grumbling as he came.
Another bomb had been Point 54. T h e wiew is N.W. f r o m the
rolled into the second point of which the Anstrafians entered.
dugout when Germans
were seen approaching down the trench from the north-west.
As bombs were very scarce, men were stationed to fire down
the entrances, while Corporal Esposito*' and Jones himself
emptied their magazines into the oncoming Germans and
drove them to shelter round a bend. But when one or two
more dugouts had been reached and guarded, a din of
fighting was heard close in rear. The enemy, who had hit
several of the guards in the legs by firing up the stairways,
had succeeded in swarming out of one dugout, and was
firing into the party from behind. Others were coming over
the top of the bank, others again round some corner to the
south-east. After firing into the thick of them, Jones gave
the word to leap out and hold the craters near the Zigzag
Trench. The Germans followed them into the open, kneeling
to fire and throwing bombs, but were driven
The company of the ~ 2 n dwhose duty was to form the
flanking posts between 54 and the old line had duly formed
two posts under Lieutenant Rodda;P8 but its two leading
--*-

=Lieut. B. F. Esposito, M.M.; niat Bn.
Carpenter; of Bendigo. Vic.; b.
Eaglehawk. Vic.. a Dee., 1889.
Jones had with him in the thick of the fight at Point 54. besides Cpl. Esposito.
Pte. W. A. Fahey (who fired with one arm till wounded in that also). Cpl. A.
J. L. Hortin (who loaded for Fahey), Sgt. G. G. Moore (badly wounded), Pte.
T. V . Copperwaite (killed), L/Cpl. J. V . Karran (shot through the lung), and
Fte. C. B Holt (who carried back a message). Lieut. A L. Butterss war
subsequently shot while trying to bring him reinforcements. (Fahey and Hortin
belonged to Tallangatta, Vic.; Moore to Longerenong. Vic.; Copperwaite to Ballarat.
Vic.; Karran to Melbourne, Vie.. and Blundell Sands, Lancs.. Eng.; Holt to
Ivanhoe. Vie.; and Butterss to Brighton, Vie.).
=Capt. H . C. Rodda. M.C.; nand Bn.
Accountant; of Hawthorn, Vic.; b.
Hawthorn. 19 July, 1890.
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platoons under Lieutenant Cumming,2B understanding that
their duty was to follow the left of the 21st, had disappeared
far to the north-east. Some hours later the company commander, Captain H. E. Smith,8O still searching for them in
front of Point 54, was killed. A few of his men held out
in shell-holes within bomb-range of 54, and one brave fellow
was seen at the cross-road
close beside that strong-point
crossing bayonets, thrust for
thrust, with a German, until
another of the enemy fired
.. . _. .... . .
from the flank and shot him
dead.81
I
-rW,$’j&. . . 4 7
Point
54, therefore,
uncaptured.
remained
its parapet, Points 54 and 77 oiewed from near
Crowded
the Germans with two Mouquet Farm.,, T h e bayonet d u d
machine-guns
poured
a took Place at X;: Men o f the
22nd were seen at 2.” Jones was
stream of fire upon Ausabout “ Y.”
tralians visible to them
near Mouquet Farm. This attracted the attention of
Captain Sale, holding the crater-post near Point 77. In
crawling along Zigzag Trench, vainly searching for the
other companies, he had found a Lewis-gun team with 1,500
rounds of ammunition.
These gunners, reinforcing his
post, now swept the parapet of Point 54 and shot down
the German gun-crews, though other Germans eventually
managed to remove both guns from the parapet. Both Sale
and Jones, seeing that their posts had not been fully located
by the enemy, kept most of their men hidden, waiting for the
expected counter-attack.
mCapt. N. D. L. Cumming, M.C.: zznd Bn
School teacher: of Castlemainc
and Burwood, Vic.: h hfurtoa, V i c , 9 Dec., 1892 Died zg Dec., 1939
a* Capt. H. E. Smith, zznd Bn. Engineer; of Ceelong, Vic.: h. Inglewwd. Vic..
30 May, 1891.
Killed in action, 26 Aug.. 1916.
p Lieut. Jones, who saw this incident from Zigzag Trench, was 50 spellbound
watching parry and thrust that he failed to realise that he could have shot the
German. When the Australian fell, the German, a big guardsman, turned him
over with his foot. Jones fired, and the German collapsed, and was still lying there
at nightfall.
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At about 7.20 signs of this counter-attack appeared in
the shape of a file of the enemy approaching along the
Zigzag Trench from the
direction of Thiepval.
.,^
Sale sent information
of this by three messengers; the first two
were never again heard
o f ; the third, and Sale
himself, who followed,
got through, to fine
that the movement had
already been observed at
The Quarry by Captain
R. G. Smith of the
21st, who was watching
from the edge of that place. Smith was immediately
afterwards killed by a shell:'
but Captain Maxfield:8 who
took his place, had a Stokes mortar directed on to the
oncoming Germans. Its first bomb, which fell a few yards
from the leading files, was followed by a rain of missiles"
thrown for several minutes as fast as the gun could fire.
The Germans ran back along the trench, and the threatening
movement ceased.
News of Sale's post, as also of Jones's, soon reached the
commander of the 21st. But after Mahony's return, no word
came back of the main advance. I n the trench through which
Mahony had reached the forward troops,8' German bombers
had reappeared and barred communication.
Sale, who
succeeded in returning from The Quarry to his post in
spite of machine-gun fire from the farm, sent a patrol to his
right along Zigzag Trench; but, after passing only wounded
Capt. R. C. Smith, zrst Bn. Coach builder; of Murtoa, VIC; b. Richmond,
V i e , 28 Feb.. 1883. Killed in action. 26 Aug., 1916. [He was a brother of
Capt. H . E. Smith of the zmd, whose death haa just been related (p. 8 1 6 ) . A
third brother, W L. Snuth. a private in the arst, died on July 31 of wounds
received earlier in that day. They were ions of a police sergeant of Bendigo,
VlC.1
Capt. G . L. Maxfield, M C.; 24th Bn. Accountant; of Euroa and Wonthaggl,
Vic.; b. Longwood. Vic., 20 March, 1889. Killed in action, 3 May. 1 9 1 7 .
1' About sixty in all.
set PF. 813-4.
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men, it was suddenly met and fired on by Germans. Later in
the morning more firing and bombing were heard beyond
the crest. German machine-gunners at Point 54 tried to join
in, but were finally silenced by Sale's Lewis gunner. I t was
reported that the Germans were attacking from the farm and
north of it. The isolated Victorians being evidently in a
desperate position, the artillery barrage was called down
north of the farm, and at 10.20 a.m. Gellibrand ordered the
24th to suppress the enemy in the farm by two bombing
attacks from south and south-east. This perilous duty was
accepted by Lieutenant S m ~ t h eand
, ~ ~parties were organised ;
but, as the artillery could not be employed for fear of hitting
the isolated troops, and the available trench-mortars were in
positions from which the objective could not be hit, the
order was at the last moment cancelled. A renewal of the
attack on Point 54, ordered for noon after renewed bombardment by heavy artillery, also remained unattempted, apparently
because the artillery had overshot their target. The abandonment of these projects was fortunate: it is unbelievable that
such efforts, made in daylight against an alert enemy strongly
occupying positions of great strength, had any chance of
success. Early in the afternoon a somewhat similar attempt
was made by the Germans, who had been massing east of
the farm in the Fabeck Graben,*' to bomb southwards against
the advanced sapheads of the 24th. They were easily beaten
back at these points by a Stokes mortar and Lewis guns, but
they held the farm and Point 2788 strongly, and, where the
advanced body of the 21st had been fighting, there was now
silence.
Four days later, when the 2nd Division had left the battIefield, there rejoined it two men of the 21st who had made
their way back across three lines of German trenches to the
Telephone mechanic: of Pennant Hill&
aa Major E. V. Smythe, M C.; 24th Bn.
N.S.W ; b. 1 3 May, 1891.
I n the morning several hundred Germans had been seen by the ~ 3 r d and
24th filing through the Fabeck Graben towards the farm. About fifty were believed
to have been hit by the AustralIan rifles and Lewis guns, which also caused the
explosion and burning of two cylinders belleved to be flammrrzurrfrr.
In spite
of this, the majorlty of the enemy had reached the edge of the farm, where they
dlsappeared, presumably into dugoutr.
U S t r marginal sketch oa p. 814.
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front held by the British south of Thiepval. The same day
the stretcher-bearers of the 16th Battalion working in NoMan's Land-for
both sides at Mouquet Farm allowed the
bearers to go forward for about an hour almost every day
under cover of a Red Cross or white flag-picked up five
others near the Zigzag Trench.*O The story of the advance,
as told by these and by prisoners of war when they returned
two years later, is shortly as follows:The main body of the 21st had advanced, searching for
the second trench (;.e., Zigzag Trench) and swinging towards
the farm, until it reached a shattered trench beyond which
were the stumps qf the old orchard. Here the men cn the
left ran into their own barrage and became confused, while
the rest halted. As orders were to occupy a covering line
of shell-holes slightly beyond the objective, this was now
done by direction of the senior officer, Captain Robertson.'O
Immediately afterwards Robertson was badly wounded by a
bomb, and Lieutenant Clarebrough," rallying the men to
attack a German strong-post close ahead, was also killed.
Lieutenant Cumming of the 22nd, seeing some of the
men under their own barrage, ran along the line
ordering them back into the trench.
As Germans were
then close to both flanks, and attacking on the right near
the farm mounds, barricades were made at both ends and
held by bombers and men with rifle-grenades.
Captain
Robertson and other wounded were placed in two deep
dugouts.
Though Robertson, dragging himself through it, was
convinced that the trench now held was the objective, it
'sThe use of a white flag by stretcher-bearers was, of course, irregular; but, in
the absence of red cross flags. handkerchiefs or any white rags were used, and
this action was perfectly understood by both aides at the time. It was a case of
humanity overstepping the strict rule8 of war. During the heat of action such
rescues were seldom possible, but even then a red cross or white flag was Bornetimes respected. On Aug. 26. an Australian was seen coming from in front of
the lines, covered with blood from head to foot. and apparently dazed, but holding
up a white flag. The Germans at Point 54 did not fire, but whistled to him to
come to their lines. H e staggered on, however, into the Australian position.
Other versions of this incident appear to have given rise to the report that the
Germans directed Australian wounded back to the Australian lines.
* Capt. A. S . Robertson, zist Bn. Architect and civil engineer; of Melbourne;
b. Dundee, Scotland, 31 Aug.. 1894.
U Lieut. C. A. W
. Clarebrough. zist Dn. Painter; of Albert Paik. Vic ; b.
Tauranpa. H Z . , 2 j Nov.. 1879. Killed in action. r6 Aug., 1916
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was in reality that which is shown in the marginal sketch
as facing almost due east a t d almost touching the farm on
its right and the strong
dugouts at Point 1 2 ' ~
on its left.
As a
German
machine-gun
from somewhere in
the
ruin-heaps
was
making deadly play,
Lieutenants Cumming
and Bla~k'~--the only
officers apparently then
present -decided
to
attack it. The troops
accordingly lined up
and charged, but, though they penetrated all round the nearer
rubble- heap^,'^ they could not get their bombs into the
entrances. Lieutenant Black was shot through the lung from
one of these, and the men had to fall back without achieving
their object.
About 10.30 a.m. the constant bombing and fighting
ceased, and the enemy became so quiet that an impending
counter-attack was suspected. Germans were seen reinforcing
the farm garrison from the north; the 21st sniped them
constantly as they ran up an exposed bank, one " Bullocky "
Johnson46 accounting for a number until he was shot dead.
Messengers could not be sent through to the old line, but a
British airman, who came over circling low, saw and reported
the isolated troops; yet no help came. Towards noon the
German shell-fire increased, and the enemy from the farm
counter-attacked the right. Part of that flank gave way,
and jumped out into shell-holes behind the trench. The men
from the left were called up to reinforce, but the enemy
was far stronger. The Australians threw what bombs they
had, and then Cumming, after consulting Captain RobertsonFor a plan of these dugouts and those at the farm, see ). 844.
Lieut. D. Black, z i s t Bn. Farm labourer; of Scarsdale, Vic ; b. Scardale,
Vic., Z I March, 1893. Killed in action, 4 Oct., 1917.
*These are well shown, looking from the north southwards, in V O ~xrz,
.
plate
237.
art?. C. Johnson (No. 403: zIst Bn.). Farm labourer; of Balranald. N.S.W :
b. Talbot, V i c , 1886. Killed In action. 26 Aug.. 1916.
Q
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as he did throughout-gave the word to jump over the rear
of the trench. There, in shell-holes twenty yards from the
enemy, the remnants lay till dusk. Though constantly called
upon to surrender, the Victorians-who included a number
of up-country men-were
determined to escape. For two
days Cuniming, though shot in the head, tried with two comp a n i o n ~ ' ~to reach the Australian lines, but then ran into
some Germans and was captured. A few men, as has been
related, escaped. About sixty were captured at dusk on
the 26th aiid a few others during the next day or two.
The 21st Battalion, which was relieved on the night of
August 26th, lost 13 officers and 444 men; the brigade, out
of a fighting strength of about 2,500, lost 896.
This attack had come up against a considerably strengthened
enemy. Two corps (four divisions) had taken the place of the XIX
(Saxon) Army Corps (three divisions). To relieve the exhausted
16th Division and part of the 24th, the Guard Reserve Corps, recently
facing the French on the Amiens-St. Quentin road, had according
to promise been hurried up by railway and motor-lorry, practically
without rest, and on August
reached the front line. Its 4th
Guard Division (5th Foot Guards, 5th Guard Grenadier Regiment,
and 93rd R.I.R.) took over the line from Thiepval to Point 54, and
the 1st Guard Reserve Division (1st and and Guard Reserve Regiments
and 64th R.I.R.) Mouquet Farm and that part of the 24th (Saxon)
Opposite the I11
Division's line which faced the I Anzac Corps."

44 Privates W Ross (of Merino, V i c ) and T. N. Found (of Drysdale, Vic )
Thus a German defending division exactly faced an Australian attacking
division; but the latter of course had much greater reserves.
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Corps the line was taken over by the 11 Bavarian Army Corps. The
troops of the Guard Reserve Corps were undoubtedly very good; an
Australian who spoke with a number of them captured on September 3
describes them as a very fine stamp of men, by far the finest Germans
I have ever seen; the only troops I have ever seen taller even than
our own men.” But “they didn’t,,seem so hard as our boys-pink
and white and some of them weedy.
In thus thickening their garrison, the Germans had especially
strengthened their reserves at Mouquet Farm, both Guard divisions
being warned that this was the crucial point for them, as it was even
for the 26th (Wurttemberg) Division farther north. The commander
of the 26th confessed to the chief-of-staff of the 4th Guard Division
that he himself was generally in the trenches of his southern neighbour,
since the fate of his own division might any day be decided there.
The reply was that he need have no further anxiety for his left flankthe Wurttembergers might trust themselves in the hands of a division
of the Prussian Guard1
T h e 4th Guard Division had, however, from the moment of
entry, been plunged into heavy fighting. No sooner had it taken over
the front south of Thiepval, after suffering considerable loss in
moving up to the trenches, than the 93rd R.I.R. had been attacked
by the I1 British Corps and had lost a section of its trenches in the
Leipzig Salient. The commander of the 1st Guard Reserve Division
also expressed anxiety as to his power to hold Mouquet Farm without
sufficient continuous artillery support. Communication was bad,
pigeons aiid messenger dogs being often the only means of sending
messages to the regimental headquarters a t the Zollern and Stauffen
Redoubts. From those points, however, an excellent telephone system
was soon established, enabling the artillery of the several adjoining
sectors to be effectively employed. As an additional safeguard, the
commander of the 1st Guard Reserve Division ordered his artillery
to put down a standing barrage in front of the farm so as to render
impossible the preparation of any attack.‘* The staff of the Guard
Reserve Corps, which, like those of the divisions, had misgivings,
urged upon the army commander that the best step was to counterattack on a large scale, free the farm, and regain Pozieres and the
observation-posts on the windmill crest. But the army commander,
while having no other objection, would allow the corps no additional
troops for the purpose-not even a regiment to take over the westernmost sub-section of the 4th Guard Division. After a careful calculation
of the available ammunition. he eventually approved of preparations
for a counter-attack on a smaller front-from Point 54 to the Bapaume
road. This decision had apparently been arrived at before the
Australian attack upon the morning of August 26.
At the time of that attack there existed, between the flank of the
4th Guard Division at Point 54 and that of the 1st Guard Reserve
Division immediately west of the farm, a gap covered only by
“patrols.” It was into this that the zIst Battalion broke The fighting
at Point 54, whicli was held by the 7th company of the 5th Guard
Grenadiers, is described at some length in the history of that regiment
It is stated that the assault was eventually stopped at a barricade
established by Vizefeldwebel (Sergeant-Major) Richter, from behind
‘I

*The Australians also at this time had a standing barrage day and night,
though normally a very light one.
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which a section of bombers overwhelmed the Australians when ten
yards distant. Some machine-guns with Lieutenant von Borcke, the
company commander, north of 54, became involved, and two other
machine-guns with the 8th company farther north lent their support.
It was probably the 8th which was driven off by the Stokes m.~rtar,~o
for the 7th alone, " after bitter hand-to-hand fighting," repulsed the
attack, Richter and von Borcke both being wounded, the latter
mortally. The German staff evidently remained unaware of the
capture of Point 77 by the Australians, for both German divisions
believed that their line had by evening been entirely re-established.60

The front of the 21st Battalion, which had been gradually
reinforced by the 22nd during the day, was taken over after
dark by the incoming 14th (Victoria) Battalion of the 4th
Brigade (4th Division), which relieved the 6th Brigade."
The proposal that the two divisions should act side by side
had been abandoned on the advice of General Cox (4th
Division), who pointed out that it would be difficult to find
room in the back area for two divisional staffs. The 4th
Brigade therefore came in under the staff of the 2nd Division.
The outstanding tactical condition at this stage was that the
line which was to have been straightened by the 2nd Division
in preparation for the 4th Division's attack had not been
straightened. But one new position of great advantage had
been secured. When on the night of August 26th the 14th
Battalion relieved the 21st, it was rumoured that some advanced
post was still far out in front of The Quarry, though no
one knew quite where. About 2 a.m., therefore, Captain
Hansen62 of the 14th sent Sergeant StewartSS with fifteen
men to advance in skirmishing order in search of it. Passing
the tree-stumps of the
Courcelette road in pitch
dark, they came upon it-&- . - - >_ _ then reduced to about ten
:.. . _,
men of the 2Ist under
The Farm and Pi. 77 seen from p t .
McAlpine.64
5 4 . The dotted line shows the bottom
Sergeant
of the valley.

<--

--\&

-;--&&--

'I The Germans thought that this fire heralded another Australian attack
MIt is mentioned in the history of the 5th Guard G r e n a d y Regiment that a
machine-gun (pr2bably that at The Quarry) next day
made itself very
disagreeably felt
among the troops endeavouring to lengthen Schwaben Trench.
5' It was at this time that the 15th Battalion (Queensland
Tasmania) relieved
the 24th and ~ 3 r d .and held during 4ug. 17 1 , 5 0 0 yards of front
" Capt. S. M. Hansen h1.C . 14th Dn Architect; of Willlamstown, Vic.; b.
Willramstown. 1892. Dlid of wbunds. 7 Feb.. 1917
Sgt J. S. Stewart, D C.M. (No. 269; 14th Bn.). Pastoralist; of Hamdton
district, Vic.; b Uranxholme. V i c , 23 May, 1890.
" Lieut. J. E. McAlpine, zIst Bn. Baker; of Merino, Vic.; b. Crrnrick, Vic.,
6 July 1886. Died of wounds, I O June, 1918.
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This was the post of the 21st at Point 77.
Stewart and
his men relieved the garrison, and a trench to the post was
at once begun from The Quarry end.
It remained to straighten the front before the main
attack.
Accordingly, on August 27th the 2nd Division
informed General Brand (4th Brigade), whose troops had
taken over the northern line a few hours before:
Your first task will be the capture of Point 27 (near the south-west
machine-guns in Mouquet Farm
at a time to be selected by yourselz This evening is suggested.
corner of the farm) and the enem

Brand asked to be allowed to attack Point 54 at the same
time, and permission was given. But it is difficult to justify
the plan adopted. Gellibrand's brigade had failed because it
had attacked a pocket between two very strong positions,
A battalion and
both of which had remained uncaptured.
parts of two others had been employed. The plan now
proposed was to be carried out by half of the battalion (the
14th) holding that part of the front. The two strong-points
on the flanks were to be
attacked by its bombers,
who, when they had cleared
the Germans out, were to
burn red Bengal lights.
Two platoons of riflemen
following each party would
then come forward and
consolidate the respective
posts. At the same time
'
two other platoons, which
would have gone forward
to Point 77, would file or
wheel outwards and occupy the line between 77 and the
captured strong-points.
The difficult Point 54 was to be
bombarded by heavy artillery during the afternoon.
The
operation was arranged for midnight.
The bombing officer of the 14th, Lieutenant
who
during the short respite in the back area had been keenly
training his bombers, when called to battalion headquarters
,

1

*nL~eut.A. R. Dean, M.C.; 14th Bn. Warehouseman; of Sydney; b. Heme H111,
Kent, Eog.. 26 March. 1884. Died of wounds, P Dec., 1916.
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and told of the enterprise, was enthusiastic and eager to put
his keen training into practice. Upon one of his sergeants
expressing a doubt, he laughed: “ A s soon as they see you,
they’ll run !”
Shortly before midnight he crept out with the right party
of bombers towards Point 27, the left party, under one of his
sergeants named Rule,6e moving similarly in single file along
the bank of the road from Point 81 towards Point 54. At
midnight the attack was duly made. The subsequent report
was :
14 companies last night attacked Points 27 and 54 and gained

the objective. Before the position could be consolidated the enemy
counter-attacked in superior numbers, and Points 27 and 54 were
evacuated. Our line therefore remains unchanged.

This hardly furnished an accurate notion of the operation;
but a vivid account remains in the diary of Sergeant Rule.
According to him, the preparatory bombardment of Point
54 by the “ heavies ” at 3 p.m., eagerly watched by his party,
had been a failure:
3 p.m. came, and with it came one shell; a little while after, another
one-and so on until about six came over. And not one blessed one
hit the post. . . .

A medium trench-mortar, which was to take part, went wrong
after firing two shots, and the bombardment was eventually
effected by a Stokes mortar.
The parties carrying bombs
were evidently seen by the enemy, for The Quarry, to
which they came, was bombarded with heavy shells at 4 p.m.
It was then “swarming like a beehive,” but, the men being
perched on ledges around it, few were hit. This bombardment was renewed at dusk, and numbers of Germans were
seen moving into Point 54. After dusk flares constantly rose
from it, and Rule, who had been closely watching the place,
informed Captain Hansen that in his opinion its capture by
so small a force was an impossible task. “ I t has got to
go on,” was the answer.

.

I crouched into a corner
. . and must have slept for an hour
when Hansen woke us all up and told us it was time to get the men
ready. Once outside, to our surprise we found very few shells coming
over, Lieutenant Dean got his men together very quickly, and
moved off
58 5IaJor E J
Rule, A 1 . C bi M : 14th Bn.
Vie.; b. Cobar. N.S.W.. 26 Jan., 1886.

38

Orchardist: of Shepparton East,
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Rule’s party-two sections, each under an N.C.0.-were
hoisted out of the deep trench at Point 81 and formed up in
due order, with two bayonet-men in front, bomb-thrower,
carrier, and spare men following. One section was to attack
the far, the other the near, end of Point 53.
Nine men
followed to attend to dugouts. At 11.50 p.m. Rule, who
was leading, gave the word to creep forward beside the
road-bank.
The Germans apparently detected movement,
for flares of all colours now rose, but the bank protected
the men.
About half-way out we got into shell-holes to wait.

Every time

I looked I could see the long line of men following behind like a

snake. . . . Two minutes more and the show would open. . . .
As I was looking a t my watch 1 heard a swish as a Stokes mortar
shell came tumbling through the air. When it burst we crept forward
again. The bursting shells were a good guide, and they were coming
over very quickly-one in about every 4 or 5 seconds.
We crept up until we could feel the force of the explosion, and
then lay down. It was a wonder some of us were not hit, but we
knew it was our only salvation to get up close and rush in before the
German could get his head up. Watching the minute hand until it
showed 12, we got up as the last shell burst in the post and the rest
(of the shells) went over on to the back of the post. Sergeant Myers07
filed by with his men (the section for the far end of Point 54), and
B section turned to their left and went up a place which looked as if it
may have been a branch road. I went with this section, as its leaders
were not quite as good.
We only got in about 30 yards when the Huns commenced to show
themselves-far enough to have them on all sides of us. Somehow
I’d got a little ahead, and between me and the rest a Hun officer got
up. . . . Little Billy Mayne’* saw him and put a bomb at his feet.
This was as far as we got. Some Huns showed up in front, and we
pelted bombs into them as hard as we could and they “ got ” for their
lives. Again on our right they showed up, and they also ran before
the bombs. This crowd ran right down into Myers’ party, and he and
his crowd were surrounded for a while.
. . . 1 had only about
four men left. The rest had vanished as they got their “ issue” (;.e.,
received their wounds).

As part of the strong-point, at any rate, had been cleared,
Rule lit his red flare for the consolidating platoon, but it had
halted some distance back and did not support him.
The
Germans at this stage swarmed back,
87 Warrant-Officer J. J. hlyers, hl.hf.: 14th Bn
Clerk: of Iiendlgo, Vic.; b.
Marong, Vic, 1896. Killed in action, 5 hIay, 1918.
Labourer: of South Yarra, Vic : b
YPte. W. Mayne. (No. 1826: 14th Bn.)
South hfelbourne, Vic., 1897. Killed In action, 1 1 April, 1917.

.
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pelting bombs at us. One almost hit my foot.
. . I remember
staggering around for a while. It got so willing (be., the fight became
so keen) that we had to get out, and just as we reached the bottom
of the bank, Sergt. Myers and the remnants of his party were then
clearing for dear life too. My ears were ringing with the row of
the bombs, but above it I could hear the Huns yelling “ Ja Jal” as
they heaved their bombs.

After the party had run back out of bomb range, two red
Bengal lights seen in the direction of Mouquet Farm showed
that Lieutenant Dean also had reached his objective. Rule
at once reported his own party’s failure at Captain Hansen’s
headquarters.
Suddenly we heard Lieut. Dean’s voice outside: “Here we are,
here we are again”; and he staggered in, his face covered with blood.
A bullet had lifted the top of his skull, and he died some time after.
H e refused attendance until others were dressed . . . one of the
finest officers I had anything to do with.
Poor Dean’s effort was just the same as ours-they got in and
had to fly for their lives. . . . All the same, if we suffered, the
Hun suffered as much. Next morning four Hun stretcher-bearers stood
up waist-high with red-cross flags, and we watched the procession (of
men carrying the wounded) go out, none of our lads firing on them.

The Germans following up the retirement appear to have
approached Point 77, but it held out.
One prisoner, the
orderly of a German company commander, was taken, and
his statements confirmed the belief as to the strength of the
Mouquet Farm dugouts. The loss of the 14th Battalion
amounted to seventy-five, nearly all these being wounded.
The German records of this night relate chiefly to a n attack made
at dusk farther west, where the I1 British Corps was gradually
reducing the re-entrant. It was believed by the German staff that the
front of the British assault extended as far as the east of Mouquet
Farm, and that its first wave was broken by the German barrage. A
mention of bitter bayonet and revolver fighting in the sector of the
5th company, 5th Guard Grenadiers, may refer to the 14th Battalion’s
operation. Next day the 93rd R.I.R. in the Leipzig Salient was again
attacked by the 11 Corps, and had to be relieved on August 29 by the
5th Foot Guards.

The relief of part of the 24th (Saxon) Division by
Bavarians became known to the I Anzac Corps on this day.
Being wrongly informed that the I1 Bavarian Corps was
being brought in on a narrow front astride of the Bapaume
road, General White anticipated that the counter-stroke which
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he had always expected from that direction was now
imminent. The 7th Brigade, which had just taken over that
front, the 5th (which had just left it), and the protecting
artillery were warned; but no attack came. The enemy, as
has been seen,6e was indeed contemplating an important
counter-offensive ; but his plans had not yet been perfected
when a renewed thrust by the Australians intervened.
The 14th Battalion having failed to straighten the front,
General Brand next day proposed to its commander,
Lieutenant-Colonel Dare, that the battalion should that night
seize Mouquet Farm. Captain Hansen, the local commander
at The Quarry, insisted, however, that the task was
impossible. After conference with General Cox of the 4th
Division, who took control of the front at noon on the 28th,
it was decided that the task should be left over. The 16th
(Western Australia) and 13th (New South Wales) Battalions
would that night relieve the 14th and 15th respectively, and
would undertake their important enterprise-the last but one
for which Australian troops would be available-without
previous straightening of the line.
General White was now of opinion that the forces
employed against the farm were too light.
Prisoners had
spoken of its dugouts as sheltering several platoons and the
headquarters of two companies, and the recent fighting had
proved the strength of the surrounding positions.
In each
of the five assaults already made, sections of the attacking
force had entered the enemy’s trenches ; but there were always
Germans between, holding the heads of the communication
trenches and quickly reinforced from strong neighbouring
positions such as the farm or the Zollern Redoubt. White
had therefore advised General Birdwood that the whole 4th
Brigade should be employed.
But General Cox urged that
he could spare only two battalions, with half of a third as
reserve.
Possibly through the previous success of the 4th
Division, he and others concerned were full of optimism as
to the sufficiency of this force. Orders were therefore given
that the 13th and 16th should attack on August 29th the
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objectives shown in the marginal sketch. To allow each to
concentrate its four companies on the northern front, part
of the 12th Brigadeeo was
brought in to hold the
eastern face of the
salient. The 7th (2nd
Division) still held under
the 4th Division the front
east of PoziBres.
The artillery preparation included “ special ”
practice barrages and
bombardments by the
Anzac “ heavies ” ; on
August 28th and 29th
over 2,600 medium and
heavy shells were thrown, chiefly upon the enemy’s lines
around the farm. Unfortunately the fine weather had broken.
Rain fell through most of the night of the 28th, and at 4 p.m.
on the 29th dark thunderclouds drove overhead and the rain
descended in sheets. A British balloon was blown away, and
the continuous rumble of French heavy artillery, preparing
for the important offensive arranged for the end of August,
ceased. The offensive had been postponed by General Foch
to September 3rd, as was that of the British near Guillemont.
That night an Australian diarist (in bivouac near Sausage
Valley) notes :
The sky was still dripping and showery. I thought our attack
might be countermanded, but at I I o’clock we heard the guns behind
us open.

In spite of the rain
That was the hour for the attack.
that turned every shell-hole into a slimy pool, and the mud
that coated rifles, bombs, tunics, and faces and sucked at the
boot-soles at every step, the two battalions were in their
starting positions when the bombardment fell. The 13th at
once headed up the crest for the Fabeck Graben and the new
German trench in front of it (known to the enemy as
“ Kollmann Graben ” ) , while the 16th made for the trenches
on either side of it.
The 13th had during the day been
mThe 45th and 46th Battalions.
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severely shelled by its own heavy artillery, which from I to 2
p.m. had bombarded Kollmann Trench only fifty yards from
some of its sap-heads. An order had indeed been given that
the infantry must previously withdraw somewhat ; but, as too
often happened, the order reached battalion headquarters too
1.20 p.m. The enemy also had shelled
late for action-at
heavily during the day, and the 13th lost ninety men
through these combined causes before the attack began.O’
” The
men have had a shake-up,” Lieutenant-Colonel
Durrant reported.
Nevertheless the greater part of the British shelling had
been excellently directed. Moreover, the ground was well
known to officers and men, and aeroplane-photographs of
the objectives had reached the company commanders before
the fight. These officers were allowed to choose the formation
they desired, and, their companies not being strong, those
on the right decided
to go over in two
waves, those on the
left in one. But the
mud rendered it difficult to keep up with
the barrage, which
advanced about fifty
yards
a minute.
Kollmann
Trench,
almost
unoccupied
and broken down by
shelling and rain.
18-pounder Barrage, Auy. 29.
was easily taken ;
but before the thin line reached the Fabeck Graben one
of the enemy posts there was on its defence. At this stage
Captain Pulling’s company on the riglit was broken by rifle
and machine-gun fire from the direction of Courcelette and
the right front; the two next companies suffered from the
same fire, both their commanders, Captains BrowningaZ and
Wells,B* being wounded, the former severely, although he
-One account especially notes the cool manner in which Capt. R. H. Browning
walked among his men during this shelling.
Lieut.-Col. R H. Browning. M C.; Aust. Flying Corps Solicitor; of Dathurst,
N.S W . , h. Sydney, 15 Nov., 1886.
a Major T. Wells, h1.C.; 13th Bn.
Draughtsman; of Kogarah, N S W ; b
Sydney, 28 Nov., 189a.
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continued to direct his men. A party under Lieutenant
MorganaC pushed nn to Fabeck Graben, and another with
Sergeant Turnbulle6 to the line of old gun-positions held
by enemy infantry on the extreme right. But no rifles
or Lewis guns could be fired, all being choked with
mud; even bombs were often so coated that the pins
could not be pulled. The troops were too few and too
disorganised to hold even Kollmann Trench under these
conditions, and the survivors struggled back to the front
line from which they had attacked.
A German account states that the Fabeck Graben was attacked at
( i c . , a good deal later than the first advance), but the attack
broke down for the most part in the thin wire-entanglements protecting
the trench; small parties which penetrated the line were killed in
hand-to-hand fighting.
12.15"0

Only the left company of the 13th, under Captain Harry
Murray, advancing beside the O.G. Lines almost precisely
as it had done a fortnight before,"? succeeded in capturing
its objective. This company
started only 64 strong, having
lost 38 men during the day;"8
but, while the regimental
bombers under Lieutenant
Henderson and Lance-Corporal
Jamesa0 attacked the German
posts in the O.G. Lines,
Murray's men seized Fabeck
Trench east of Point 73. A
German machine-gunner at
Point 94, who fired to the last moment, was shot with a
revolver at three yards distance as he tried to save his gun.
Several others had been seen near Point 42 fleeing with their
guns, and could easily have been shot had any Australian
rifles been fit to fire. As it was, bombs were the only means
of offence. Murray had now only thirty men, but behind
61 Lieut. T. H. Morgan, 13th Bn.
Farmer; of Narromine, N S W ; b Chaldon,
Surrey Eng., 28 May, 1888. Killed in action. X I April, 1917.
a &pt. A D. Turnhull, M.C., M M ; 13th Bn. Labourer; of Newcastle district.
N.S W ' h Sydney, 1891.
ea The' German reports naturally contain great discrepancies in recording the times
at which their opponents attacked.
See p. 766.
e o n e shell annihilated a section just before thc start.
-Lieut
C W. lames, M.M.; 13th Bn. Labourer; of Alhury. N S.W.; b.
Newtown. N.S W., 3 Oct., 1895.
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his left flank bombing could be heard, where Henderson, who
at first met strong opposition, had cleverly forced his way
forward under cover of a barrage supplied by a Stokes
mortar.'O
Murray made a junction with him, and O.G.1,
together with 150 yards of the Fabeck Graben to the east
of it, was thus temporarily occupied.
The assault by the 16th had met with about the same
measure of success. This battalion also attacked with four
companies in line, and in a single wave. But the arrangements
for launching it were complicated by the fact that the
Germans still held a position beside the road south of the
farm, thus dividing the attacking troops in two. West of
the road the attackers lay down along a line of broad white
tape placed after dark by Lieutenant L y n a ~ , ~the
l intelligence
officer, and his scouts.
East of it they attacked
irom the front line.
The left, under Captain
A h r e n ~ ,was
~ ~ to seize
&.
Point 54 and occupy a
line from there towards
the farm. The two
centre companies, under
Captain M ~ L e o dand
~ ~ ;Major Black, were to
take
the
trenches
'fl&~~SnoimmUsimmediately beyond the
farm; the right, under Captain Hanvood, was to seize the
Fabeck Graben east of the farm and join the 13th Battalion
at Point 73. If the attempt on Point 54 failed, the left
company was to reinforce the left centre. This contingency
occurred. While lying out, three minutes before launching
this attack, the men of Ahrens' company appear to have been

&

!#(!

I

I

"The mortar advanced its shells fifteen yard8 every three shots. the bombers
following the bursts. Another mortar under Lieut. J. K. Robin (of Kensington,
S. Aust.) of the 16th bad barraged Murray's ob~ectivc
"Capt. W. J. D. Lynas, D.S.O.. M.C.; 16th Bn. Prospector; of Marble Bar,
W. Aust.; b. Auckland, N.Z., 20 Dec., 1886.
nCapt. C. Ahrena. D.S.O.. MC.; 16th Bn. Sleeper hewer; of Manjimup, W.
Aust ; b. Corryong, Vie., 4 Nov.. 1888.
"Capt. A. McLeod, 16th Bn.
Bank clerk; of Katanning, W. Aust.: b
&tanning, 14 Jan., 1891. Accidentally killed, 5 Dec., 1916.
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detected, for the enemy sent up coloured flares and laid his
barrage on No-Man’s Land. The company is said to have
lost forty-five men in attempting to reach Point 54; its
commander and some of his men did reach the enemy
defences at the cross-roads. Their opponents, who seem
to have retired to the left, then counter-attacked with
bombs and threatened to get behind them. On their
being thus driven back, Major Margolin at The
Quarry ordered them, as arranged, to assist the left centre.
By then, however, the fate of that attack also had been
decided.
Captain McLeod, commanding the left centre company,
was wounded early in the advance, and his juniors,
Lieutenants Johnson” and H ~ t t o n were
, ~ ~ both killed. Their
company was to seize Point 12; but inasmuch as the 21st,
attacking over the same ground in the morning light, had
utterly lost its way, it is not strange that the 16th missed
direction in the dark. McLeod’s company appears to have
thrust deep into the pocket west of the farm,7e where there
were no enemy trenches.
The next company, Major Black’s, was to capture the
farm. Its men, Black leading, went right through the
rubbish-heaps.
A German machine-gun was already in
position as Black reached the mounds at the farthest corner.
But the gunner was sheltering, though his hands were on the
buttons, and, when he raised his head, Black shot him and
put two bullets into the gun. Black was immediately stunned
by a bomb, but the position was seized by Sergeant BradleyTT
of Harwood’s company, which entered this end of the Fabeck
Graben simultaneously with the rise of the barrage. Some
way to their right, at 73, a German post was firing on the
13th; but on Harwood’s front the enemy was caught too
soon. Lieutenant Houghle seized Point 42, Corporal Bradley
Point 31, and both of them bombed up the converging
trenches towards Point 12, in front of which they met. This
“Liest. J. E. Johnson 16th Bn. Clerk; of .Largs Bay, S. Aust.; b. Knight9
bridge. S. Aust., 0 2 Aprh, 1894. Killed in action, 30 Aug 1916.
“Lieut. J. Hutton, 16th Bn.
Brickmaker; of Brookton, ’W. Aust.; b. Paisley.
Scotland, 1882. Killed in action, 30 Aug., 1916.
“The remains of men wearing the colourr of the 16th were found there long
afterwards.
“Lieut. H. J. Bradley. M.C., D.C.M.; 16th Bn. Labourer; of Ceraldton, W.
Aust.; h. Cooma, N.S.W.. 1886.
“Lieut. C. Hough, 16th Bn. School teacher; of Collie, W. Aurt.; b. Bolton,
Lancs.. Eng.. 1891. Killed in action. 6 Dec.. 1916.
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company had managed to preserve two Lewis guns and about
five rifles in firing condition, and both beyond and in the farm
fighting was very fierce. The Germans were numerous, in
front line, shell-holes, dugouts, and communication trenches.
The Western Australians bombed them from the parapet
or down the dugout stairs. The task of clearing these
underground works had been allotted to the bombers under
Lieutenant Wilton, who, for the purpose of wrecking dugout
entrances, had brought Stokes-mortar bombs adapted for use
as hand-grenades. How many of these were employed is
doubtful, but German accounts state that all of the entrances
but one were wrecked. They were, however, difficult to
discover amid the rubbish-heaps, and, as the Australians threw
bombs into one, the enemy would bolt from another. The
Germans here resisted toughly, jumping back from shell-holes
into the trenches from which they had been bombed and
even flinging bombs up the dugout stairs so as to wound men
at the top. All officers of Black‘s company were hit, but
about fifty prisoners were “rounded u p ” and a report sent
back that the farm had been taken. Unfortunately the
attacking line was very weak-“ thin as tissue paper,”
Captain Harwood told General Glasgow the next day. The
trenches captured were not continuously occupied ; the troops
did not swarm over them as in the capture of Pozieres or
Pozieres Heights.
Strong nests of Germans remained
throughout in the dugouts at Point 12, which were uncaptured,
and in the lines leading to
the Zollern Redoubt.
The
two centre companies of the
16th were driven back before
the
left
company
from
The Quarry could reinforce
them.
Germans from the
north broke into Harwood’s
line at Point 42, isolating the
platoon east of it. Others,
flowing out of Point 12 and
German Counter-attachs indipockets in the farm, suddenly
cated by fhc whife urrows.
opened with a machine-gun
from the northern end of-the farm, just as the prisoners
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were being despatched to the rear. The prisoners were lost.
Harwood, almost surrounded, sent to the isolated platoon east
of 42 an order to withdraw. The sister companies had long
since fallen back, and Harwood and his men had been given up
for lost, when at 1.30 a.m. they appeared, dragging themselves
through the mud.
Their two Lewis guns, immediately set
up in the old line, prevented the Germans from following.
Meanwhile Captain Murray of the 13th had been holding
his 150 yards of trench with seven posts of three men each
and a party of five bombers, who had a " roving commission "
to reinforce wherever the enemy counter-attacked.
The
Germans twice attacked from the trench junctions on his
right, each time with a dense shower of bombs, but the 13th
on this occasion had brought plenty of grenade^,?^ and the
attacks were driven off.
Murray then himself took two
bombers and thrust along the Fabeck Graben to the west,
seeking touch with the 16th, but met only Germans, who were
driven off, after all the patrol had been wounded.80
Murray had at this stage only one unwounded officer.8'
The Germans now attacked at Point 94 and were for the
third time repulsed; but, being out of touch and learning
that the 16th had been seen to fall back, Murray ordered his
men to clear the wounded and then withdraw.
For the
second time Point 73, after capture by the 13th Battalion,
had to be relinquished to the enemy. The two battalions were
next day relieved, having lost in two days-the IGth, 9 officers
and 219 others; the 13th, IO officers and 221 others.82
With daylight, the stretcher-bearers of both sides came
out under large red-cross flags to search the dreadful mud,
the Australians being protected by white arm-bands or by
improvised flags, more or less white.
In front of the 13th
Battalion the stretcher-bearers of the two sides divided
'#Lieut. Henderson's bombers had a large supply.
BO In an unofficial account of this patrol, Murray said: '' Two bombers and one
oficer were sent to left. . . They got about 80 yards along and were attacked
by a German bombing party. The Germans threw two bombs-the
first we knew
of them-blew one man'a f w t off and hit the second in the eye. The officer sprang
ahead and jumped straight on top of a German patrol who were lying on the
ground. They jumped up and attacked him with knobkerries. One hit him on
the steel helmet and another hit at his revolver.
. He shot both. The
three others cleared. He threw a Mills bomb at them add, with the man whose
eye was wounded, helped the third man hack. . ." (He omitted to state that
the officer waa himself.)
Lieut. G. Marper (of Rydalmere. N.S.W.). Lieut. B. S. N. Pattrick, who as
a lance-corporal had captured the eleven prisoners and machine-gun i n the attack of
Aug. 2 4 (sf<p . 766). had been killed on Murray's right flank.
"In addition to those already mentioned the following officers were klllecl. Lieut
J. Allen (of Sydney). t ~ t hBn.: Lieut. L. A. Stahenson (of Perth). 16th En.
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No-Man’s Land between them, each handing over any of the
other’s wounded whom they found. On this day the parties
for carrying out the German wounded were so large that
same Australians were convinced that they were fatigue
partiesn3 taking this opportunity for safe passage to and from
the front. At Corps Headquarters it was held advisable that
such proceedings should be stopped. The chief medical
officers of the 2nd and 4th Divisions, however, had both
expressed the opinion that, if this were done, the one chance
of recovering the wounded would be forgone, and General
Cox made representations to that effect. The matter was
referred to army headquarters, which ruled that the size of
It is interesting to note
stretcher-parties must be limited.
that on September 8th) the German Guard Reserve Corps,
actuated by like suspicion of its opponents, issued even
stronger order^.^'
The available evidence does not show
whether these decisions were put into force by either side;
before the British order could be put into effect, the I Anzac
Corps had left the Somme.
It is probable that individual Germans were sometimes
misusing the Red Cross flag.
On this occasion, unfortunately, the Germans also might have had grounds for objecting
to the proceedings.
In the 16th Battalion, whose bearers
worked on Zigzag Trench and almost to the farm, bringing
in numbers of wounded, an officer thought fit to take
advantage of the opportunity to reconnoitre the farm. The
German suspicions may have been aroused, for a Prussian
officer in spotless uniform stepped out of the ruins and came
to the party.
Pointing to his watch, which then showed
9.50 a.m., he said : “Ten minutes-shoot !”, and the day’s
truce came shortly to an end.
The question of right and
wrong in this case is complicated by the fact that constant
”They of course carried no weapons.
*‘‘‘Th; English :re misusing the Red Cross flag. Patrols, reliefs, etc., carry
the flag. They wish to stop our fire Anyone who acquiesces in this inlures our
cause. Any kind of direct agreement with the enemy is wrong. If be wishes
to open negotiations, he must send an officer with a flag of truce in the prescribed
manner.” The British decision. on the other hand, was that a stretcher-bearer
should deliver to the enemy a message to the effect that no single stretcher-bearing
party should comprise more than three stretchers with the necessary bearers.
F r o n t h e officers realised that i t was not easy to enforce such orders-any total
prohibition of this humane procedure would probably be ignored by their men.
For this reason a week earlier General Holmes, being informed by the headquarters
of the 2nd Division that the proceedings under the Red Cross must cease, had
left the enforcement of this instruction to the discretion of the officers on the
spot. Prior to Sept. 8 a similar course may have h e n adopted by the Germans,
for German prisoners said they had orders not to fire on Australian bearers provided
their own were not fired on.
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transgression by the Germans early in the war had caused
the ordinary rules to lose much of their sanctity. Nevertheless the profession of the British that they did not do
these things was sincere, and, with rare exceptions, was
honorably practised. Quite apart, therefore, from the question
of honour-which the enemy’s action had compromised-the
definite discovery of an individual case such as this would
have furnished the enemy with propaganda more deadly to
the true cause of the Allies than a first-rate defeat, and
would have robbed the wounded of both sides at Mouquet
Farm of their one hope of safety.80
This attack had fallen upon the left of the 5th Guard Grenadier
Regiment (4th Guard Division) holding Point 54, and almost the
whole of the 2nd Guard Reserve Regiment (1st Guard Reserve
Division) holding from Mouquet Farm to near The Elbow. The
attack on Point 54, according to German accounts, was renewed ten
minutes later and again faileJ. But the 1st Guard Reserve Division
reported that the assault on the farm, delivered after only brief
bombardment, was the heaviest yet experienced, and that at the first
shock the Australians had overrun the farm and forced their way
into the main fire-trenches. The regiment responsible for the sector,
however, supported by the II/I st Guard Grenadier Regiment, retook
the farm. A few prisoners were captured, but most of the Australians
here, it was said, were killed. T h e fighting in the farm was described
as very difficult, the entrances of all the dugouts except one being
stopped. Moreover, the Australians occupied trenches right up to the
farm, and not only held them in the face of counter-attack, but pushed
out saps north and south. The possession of the farm with its good
dugouts was, however, too important for the Germans to think of
abandoning it.
There is some evidence that it was only on this night that the
German staff discovered the penetration of its line at Point 77. The
local reserves of the 5th Guard Grenadiers were apparently ordered
to close the gap, but did not succeed. It was assumed that the fighting
was preliminary to a still heavier attack, to meet which special
measures were adopted by the 4th Guard Division. When no such
thrust followed, it was conjectured that the plans had been dislocated
by rain. The wet weather gave the Germans some relief from constant
assaults and bombardment; the 4th Guard Division seized this
opportunity for improving its trenches with duckboards, and for the
first time was able to supply all its infantry with a warm meal.

Although the rain had been in part responsible for the
failure of this-the
sixth-attack
at the farm, it was recognised that a second factor had been the weakness of the
‘8Actually, the History of thr 5th Prussurr Foot Guards. which held a neighbouring sector, say! (9. 282) that the f.eason for the German decision a few days later to
atop thin merciful work was that Engliih officers’ patrols have disguised themselves
io the clother of stretcher-tearers *’
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attacking force. It was decided that in the next-and final
-attempt by the I Anzac Corps, which would form part of
Gough's long-anticipated assault on three sides of Thiepval,
this mistake should not be repeated. As the troops on the
immediate left of the Australians would not be attacking,
Point 53 was not to be taken, but merely screened off with
smoke. The Australian attack was thus limited to 1,250 yards
of front from Point 77 to the north-eastern angle of the
salient.
On this front assembly-trenches for three strong
battalions-the 51st, 52ni, and 49th-would be dug; and, in
order to keep those battalions fresh for the fighting, this
preparatory work and that on the communications would be
undertaken almost entirely by other troops.
Only the 4th
Division and corps headquarters were now remaining on the
front, the 2nd Division being on its way towards Ypres, and
the 1st already there.
The withdrawal of the last troops
of the 2nd Division was permitted by the arrival of the 1st
Canadian Brigade, which, under control of the 4th Australian
Division, relieved the 7th Brigade in the line east of Pozieres
on August 30th. The 12th Australian Brigade relieved the
4th, though two of the battalions of the latter (the 14th and
15th) continued to furnish digging and carrying parties. To
allow the whole 12th Brigade to work on the northern
trenches, the 1st Canadian Brigade extended its flank to the
north-east.
The other
working parties were provided by the 4th Division's
engineers
and
pioneers, and by two
British cavalry regiments
-Life Guards and Leicestershire Yeomanry.8e
An endeavour was thus
made to provide the following works :-east
of
the farm, three lines of
assembly trenches ; southNew Assembly Treriches shown
west of it, a single
thus m - m - m m m
Detachments of 50 or
Reserve Army.

IOO

from each of these were sent up daily by order of
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“ jumping-off ” trench
from Point 55 to Point 77; and
separate approaches for each of the three attacking battalions.
But although on August 31st glorious weather
returned, filling the sky with aircraftsT busy with preparation
for the coming offensive, the work of the digging parties
went slowly, many of them taking most of the night in getting
through the congested communication trenches to their work.s8
On the night of September Ist, when the front line was taken
over by advanced companies of the battalions which were to
attack, parts of these works-especially the “ jumping-off ”
trench south-west of the farm89-were far from complete.
Birdwood was deeply anxious, but the troops responded to
appeal,90 and by the morning of September 2nd’ with the
exception of the trench south-west of the farm, the task was
finished.
Part of the 47th Battalion was left to continue
until midnight the work on the unfinished sector. The rest
of the 12th Brigade was relieved by the main body of the
13th, which, towards evening on the znd, marched from its
bivouacs west and east of Albert.
The 13th Brigade, though daughter of the old 3rd, was
probably the least experienced group in the I Anzac Corps.
Only two of its battalions-the 50th (South Australia) and
51st (Western Australia)-had
been heavily engaged in the
first tour.
Though the brigadier, T. W. Glasgow, like his
staff-captain, R. Morell,B1 was a civilian (a Queensland
g r a ~ i e r ) , ~ he
’ was the most forcible of the three strong
brigadiers of the 4th Division. With keen blue eyes looking

”There were observed at one time in the air 32 captive balloons of the Allies,
g of the Germans, and ag British or French aeroplanes.
- T h e difficulty of locating the front lines, when reached. is illustrated by the
case of fourteen stretcher-bearers of the 13th Field Ambulance, who, with five of
the 48th Battalion, went up to the firing line about dusk on Aug. 3 1 . Failing
to discover their own front line in the crater-field. they went on and found
themselves in the German lines. where they were made prisoners. The 13th Field
Ambulance lost 35 bearers during this tour
-That is, from Point 55 to Point 77. being dug by the 47th Battalion
w C o x ’ ~chief-of-staff, LieutXol. D . J. C. K. Bernard (of Castle Hacket, Tuam,
Ireland) urged on some of the battalion commanders that the work must be
regarded as a battle operation. This appeal seldom failed. I t is recorded that
tbe 15th Battalion worked upon the sup ort trenches in the north-eastern corner
until the men fell down unconscious as tgey dug; and that, when they came back
from the trenches and lined UP for their tot of rum, only one man received it.
The rest had dropped, and slept where they fell
ig18/ig
“Malor R hforell, D.S.O.. 0 11 E. G S O . ( a ) . 1st Aust. Div
Grazier; of Richmond district, North Queensland; b. Wollongong, N.S.W’, 28 May.
1889.
“The brigade-major, Major J. C. T E. C. Ridley (of Gympie, Q’land), was a
regular.
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from under puckered humorous brows as shaggy as a deerhound's ; with the bushman's dificulty of verbal expression
but sure sense of character and situations; with a fiery
temper, but cool understanding and a firm control of men;
with an entire absence of vanity, but transclucent honesty and
a standard of rectitude which gave confidence both to
superiors and subordinates, he could-by a frown, a shrewd
shake of the head, or a twinkle in eyes screwed up as if
against the glare of the plains-awaken in others more energy
than would have been evoked by any amount of exhortation.
The attacking battalions, from left to right, would be the
51st (Western Australia), 52nd (Tasmania, South Australia,
Western Australia), and 49th (Queensland).
The 50th
(South Australia), which had suffered most severely in the
first tour, would form the reserve. The incoming companies
of the other three reached their assembly positions about 11
p.m., their routes and frontages having been carefully reconnoitred beforehand by officersg3and scouts, who now with
excellent precision led the troops to their stations.
The
" jumping-off"
trench south-west of the farm was by then
deep enough to serve as a clear assembly-line, along which
the grst lay down in
shelcho1es.- A party
of the 50th'' under
Lieutenant Cheneyg5
held Point 77.
The hour for the
Reserve
Army's
attack was 5.10 a.m.
-just
after dawn.
At that hour the
Reserve Army threw
in all the force
that. under Haip's
Including Major Dickinson 4th DIV. staff, the battalion intelligence officeri
(in the ~ 1 s t .Lieut. Louch; in ;he 5znd, Lieut. A. M. Maxwell), and others.
@
T
'he
main part of the 50th in reserve occupied Tom's Cut and Park Lane,
and, in accordance with its orders. redug both those shattered trenches. They
had to be retaped under heavy shell-fire by Capt. J. Churchill Smith, and Lieut.
J. A Smith (of Murray Bridge, S. A u t . ) .
Y Lieut. E. L
Cheney, M.C.; 50th Bn.
Dealer; of Miteham, S. A u k ; 6.
Warrmgton, Lancs, Eng , 8 N o v , 1891. Died of wounds, ra hiarch, 1918.
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decision,8O it could muster, thrusting at Thiepval from three
directions, but only in four selected sectors. Three miles to
the right of the Australians the Fourth Army, with the Sixth
French Army on its right, would at noon launch the main
effort preparatory to the mid-September offensive towards
Guillemont and the Combles area.
These were the chief
goals of the day, Mouquet Farm and the neighbouring ridge
being only important secondary objectives.
The attack on the Fabeck Graben (High Trench) on the
right was to be made by the 49th Battalion in four waves;
but that against the farm was ordered by General Cox to be
delivered " in great strength and depth."
The 51st, which
would undertake it, was accordingly assembled south-west of
the farm in seven waves. Between the 5Ist and 49th a sector
of the Fabeck Graben would be attacked by the 52nd; but
the two left-hand platoons of that battalion were to assist
in the capture of the farm by rushing it diagonally from the
south-east.
'The barrage was necessarily complicated, its
western half being arranged to suit the attack on the farm,
and the right half to suit the advance on the ridge.
To

Field Artillery Barrage, Sept. 3.
WThat i: could be allowed no fresh troops (see p. 618).
89
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prevent the left of the 52nd from running into the barrage
covering the 51st, Point 42 was not to be directly attacked
in the first i n ~ t a n c e . ~ ~
The assembly had been so prompt that the troops had six
hours to lie at their starting-point. The night was cold, and
they had no overcoats; but many slept so soundly that their
officers were seriously anxious lest a German patrol might
stumble upon them. An orange glow was fringing the clouds
in the east when the barrage fell. The screen of smoke-bombs
laid upon the left flank by Lieutenant Holland and a
detachment of the " Special Brigade," R.E.,88 was completely
successful, no interference being suffered from Point 54
throughout the engagement.ee On the right the first wave
of the 49th easily seized its first objective, Kollmann Trench,
the second wave moving past it into shell-holes to act as a
screen. But the barrage was timed to remain on the second
objective-Fabeck Graben-only three minutes, and, as that
trench lay 100 yards or more ahead, the time for its capture
by the third wave was very short. Moreover, as sometimes
happened where the German garrison had no deep dugout to
shelter in, its members were in the trench ready to use their
rifles and machine-guns as soon as they perceived that the
barrage had lifted from them.
Consequently part of the
left of the 49th was repulsed, and some who entered the
trench appear to have been driven out into shell-holes.lOO
But the Queenslanders rallied and took part of the Fabeck
Graben. The old gun-pits on the right were cleared with
bombs, two machine-guns and a number of prisoners captured, and barricades erected on both flanks. The position
attained lay on the summit, with a wide view reaching
from Courcelette to the distant spires of Miraumont or
n See sketch of bariage. The left flank of the 52nd was. by divisional oideis,
to direct itself 75 yards east of Point 42, for whose capture, however, i t wad
responsible.
"They had emplaccd their mortars in Skyline Trench.
"The detachment of the 50th at Point 77 also safeguarded the flank. Cpl S
G . Nortimore (of Bowden. S Aust ), in charge of the Lewis gun detachment, had
the whole of his gun's crew hit beside him during the fight.
'00 According to one account, they acre bombed, and the word was passed to
retire.
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Grandcourt. Captain Fortescue, one of the few officers
remaining unhurt,lo1 believed that the battalion was occupying
its whole objective -the
rectangle 36-95-93-03-and
this was so reported.
The left battalion of
the Brigade, the SIst, had
met with equal success. An
approach-line leading straight
to the farm had been
taped by Lieutenant Louch,
and, carrying out a form
of
attack which they
had already practised, the
companies of Captain McCallumlOZ and Lieutenant Clifford,’O’
forming the first four waves, had crept forward very
close to the preliminary
barrage ;lo‘ when it lifted,
they followed it diagonally over and past the
rubbish-heaps and reached
the western end of the
Fabeck Graben ( 12-3I ) ,
almost precisely as was
intended, but did not take
Point 1 2 . l ~ ~ The fifth,
sixth, and seventh waves
(formed by the third
company
. - under Captain
‘01On this day the 49th reported Lieuts. N. M. Little, L. N de L. Grove, F.
Reininger, and T Wilkinson killed, and Capts. H. W. J. Rhead and P. Adsett
and Lieut W. M. Provan wounded.
Other officers were at once summoned
from the reserve. On the 4th and 5th Lieutenant P . F. M Stuart was reported
killed, Capt. H. L Swain and Lieuts. F. H. Bridgman and C. C. Allen wounded,
and Lieuts L. Keid and P. J Carrodus missing (hoth were killed).
(Little
belonged to Blackall. Q’land; Grove to Inverell, N S.W.; Reininger to Nambouc
Q’land; Wilkinson, Swain, and Carrodus to Brishane; Rhead and Stuart to Rock.
hampton. Q’land; Adsett to Clayfield. Q’land, Provan to Toowoomba, Q’land;
Bridgman to Pittsword, Q’land; Allen to Ipswich, Q’land; Keid to Craceville.
Q’land.)
Bank clerk; of Kalgoorlie, W. Aust.; h.
Capt D. McCallum, gist Bn.
Bendigo. Vic.. 4 Sept.. 1893. Killed in action, 3 Sept., 1916.
loaLieut A . G. Clifford, hI C.; s i s t Bn.
Fanner; of Donnybrook, W. Aust.;
b. Nhill. V i c , 1889. Killed in action, 3 Sept., 1916.
l o r A few men were hit
10’A warren of dugouts. I t is possible that they did not observe the entrances
It is uncertain whether the two companies went a little beyond them or stopped
just short of them (see footnote 129 on 9. 851).
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Williamslo6 and the bombers) stopped at the farm and began
to bomb all discoverable entrances to the underground works.
The chief of these was found to be inside a cellar (A in
the sketch map), a dark stair with about twenty-five steps

THE DUGOUTS AT MOUQUET FARM
The sketch on the left shows the location of the front (A-E), :entre ( C ) , and
rear (D-E systems, and that on the right shows their details (in plan and, in
the case o f ) front and rear systems, in section). The D-E dugouts (and &o C , sf
it then existed) were about Point I Z and were not captured by the Australians.
The C system was incomplete when captured by the British on e6 Sept., 1916.

leading down to the main gallery. The bottom of this
entrance had been barricaded with a loop-holed partition made
of wood. The 5Ist fired a Lewis gun down the stairway,
and bombs were thrown by both sides through the hole. A
smoke bomb was then flung down, but its white fumes blew
back up the shaft. A captured German was next sent to
the bottom of the stair to advise his countrymen to surrender.
He came back to say that they had retired along a passage.
A guard was therefore put over this entrance and attention
A machine-gun which during these
turned elsewhere.
operations had opened fire from behind some rubble-heap
(“damnably close,” as one account states) was silenced by
the random throwing of bombs in the direction of the noise.
The two left platoons of the 52nd also reached the farm
from the south-east according to plan. One of their officers,
Capt. H. de N. Williams, 51st Bn. Public servant; of Perth, W Aust., and
Melbourne, b. 9 April. 1893. Killed in action, 3 Sept., 1916.
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Lieutenant Taylor,'o' had been killed, and a second, Lieutenant
Dickson,los wounded. But about thirty men under an N.C.O.
reached the north-west corner of the farm and helped the
51st to clear it.
By 7.30 brigade headquarters'OO had heard
from Captain Williams that Mouquet Farm had been taken,
with the exception of a few dugouts which were being dealt
with. Lieutenant MorelPo organised men to bomb these,
and shortly afterwards the Germans from below ground
-about
fifty in number-emerged
from .an exit (B on
the map) sixty yards north of that which had first been
bombed, holding up their hands in token of surrender.
Captain Williams placed his headquarters in a cellar at
that end of the farm (B), and set his own men and
those of the 52nd to dig a trench through the debris
towards Clifford's and McCallum's companies, which were
entrenching themselves 100 yards beyond.
The remaining
company of the 51st was
in rear, digging forward
from the " jumping-off "
trench to the farm. Australians were at work all
over the area, and the
farm appeared at last to
have been firmly seized.
About 6.30, however, as
the British barrage died
down, the fire of German machine-guns on the
forward troops increased
to great intensity.
Lieutenant Baileylll (the successor of
lo' Lieut. I. B
H. Taylor, g m d Bn. Blacksmith; of Wilcannia, N S.W.; b.
Wilcannia, 1 5 July, 1893. Killed in action, 3 Sept., 1916.
Lieut. R. Didrson, 52nd Bn. Bank clerk; of Perth, W. Aust ; b. Northcote,
V i c , 22 June, 1892. (Dickson met and captured a German corning into the open
with a machlne-gun. He made his prisoner carry the gun back to the Australian
lines.)
'OOBrigadeH Q and those of the ~ 1 s twere in the same dugout near Poziirer

cemetery.

110 hlaj. H
H hforell, 11 C.; 5 I s t Bn. Grazier, of Richmond district, North
Queensland; b Wollongong, N.S.W ; 1 5 Sept., 1893.
Lieut F. W S Bailey, 51st Bn Railway clerk; of Subiaco, W. Aurt.; b.
Melbourne. 22 Jan., 1895. Killed in action, 3 Sept., 1916.
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McCallum, who had been wounded and sent to the farm),
ordered Sergeant Ramshawlla to scout to the right and
ascertain if that flank was in touch with the 52nd. Ramshaw
returned with the news that there were Germans in the
trench.
The 52nd (Tasmania, South Australia, and Western
Australia), which should have taken the enemy’s line between
the 51st and 49th, was a battalion of magnificent material,
but-through undue adherence to a system of seniority1laAmong its company leaders,
most unevenly commanded.
however, was a senior officer, who whatever his shortcomings,
possessed the personality and character to command. Captain
Littler, the best-known personality on Anzac Beach, and
almost the last to leave it at the Evacuation, was a Tasmanian
who had served in the Philippines. His contact with the
Americans may have rendered him rash in the expression
of his opinions, and to that quality, even more than to the
beard which he then wore, had been due his nickname of
“Duke of Anzac” and, probably, the slowness of his promotion.
H e had two sons serving in the A.I.F. with rank
almost equal to his own, and was now growing old for his
But as a brave,
work, and, perhaps, a little embittered.
honourable, and experienced leader, the whole battalion looked
up to him as to no other. Although sent away with malaria
just before the attack, he contrived to rejoin, to the great
relief of his subordinates. At La Boisselle on the eve of
the fight he told his young officers, who were laughingly
arranging for the reversion of their boots or revolvers when
the owners “ went west,”ll’ that he would carry no weapon but
his stick.
“ I have never done so, and I don’t see why I
should begin now.” This would be his last fight, he added.l15
Among the younger officers were several of fine mettle,
in particular two brothers, known as “ big and little

”

Sgt. L. Ramshaw (No. a o t o ; grst Bn ). Wheelwright; of Geraldton, W.
Aust.; b. Geraldton, 1890.
”The defect lay in the principles of selection followed in the reorganisation in
Egypt.
=‘The soldiers’ term for dying
=‘Apparently he expected to be invalided a d re-enter the American service in
the Philippines.
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Maxwell,”118 of 6 ft. 5 in. and 6 ft. 3 in. respectively, the
taller of whom (known also as “ Shorty ” ) was then intelligence officer of the battalion, and the junior a subaltern
of Littler’s company. For some reason the commander of
the 52nd (who himself was wounded on reaching the
trenches)ll’ had not made his junior officers reconnoitre the
ground over which they were to attack; but “ Big ” Maxwell
had made up for this by visiting every corner he could reach
and then personally seeing each of the company commanders,
as they lay out waiting to attack, and making sure that they
knew the direction for their advance.
H e thus discovered
a few minutes before the start that what should have been
the right flank company was lying along the sunken road
in ‘ I Siid V ” at right angles to the objective. It was barely
hurried thence by Littler into its proper situation when the
barrage fell and, in the half-light of dawn, the 52nd advanced.
The troops, advancing towards the enemy line and then
pausing in shell-holes for
the barrage to lift, were
apprised of the lift by the
din of an enemy machinegun. Here, as in front of
the 49th, the enemy had no
deep dugouts to shelter
in; a machine-gun was
ready to fire, and men of
the German machine-gun
corps, whose bravery was
not surpassed in any
army, had Opened fire as
For clearness only the main body of the
52nd B a t t a l A i! shown, the flanking unitr
as they could discern
being omitted.
figures to shoot at. Captain
U’Sons of a Tasmanian bank manager. and students at the Hawkeshury
Agricultural College, N.S.W. When troopers in the 3rd Light Horse Regiment,
they had attracted the attention of General (then Major) Glasgow, who observed
them. as he thought, needlessly digging. in t!:
floor $ the trench, a hole which
they then filled with a sandbag. It was for Shorty to stand in when sniping
(see Vol. X I I . flat. 9 3 ) .
Capt. A. M. Maxwell, D.S.O., M.C.; sand Bn. Station manager; of Hobart;
b. Hobart, 8 June, 1888.
Lieut-Col D. S. Maxwell, M C., . s m d Bn. Commands and/rgth B n , A.I.F.,
1940
Farmer (later medical practitioner); of Hobart, Tas , and Cootamundra,
N S.W.; b. Hobart, 8 Jan. 1892.
11’ The command then paised to the ienior major. Lane.
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Massey,l18 leading the right of the 52nd, was killed close in
front of the gun, and “ Little ” Maxwell found that the men
on his right front had turned and were moving back past
him. This movement was spreading, and Maxwell, with a
Lewis gun sergeant named Black,”@ was busily persuading
his men and others to “sit down in shell-holes and wait a
bit” when he discerned Littler leaning heavily on a stick,
with blood oozing from a gash in his leg and apparently hit
through the chest also. “ My boys have gone back on me,
Maxwell,” he said.
On being tenderly urged to care for
himself, he replied “I’ll reach that trench if the boys do.”
Maxwell asked him for his stick, and then, waving it and
shouting in a big voice not unlike Littler’s, led a rush of the
men around him and entered an isolated sector of enemy
trench.
Close on his right, however, the machine-gunner, with
barbed wire in front of his gun, was still firing, and, when
the 52nd began bombing towards
it along the trench, enemy
bombers, throwing from craters,
held them back.
Maxwell
therefore at first barricaded
this flank and tried to get
touch with part of the company on his left, which had
reached the trench under Lieutenant Wilson.leo Wilson was
never seen again, and Maxwell,
after establishing a barricade, turned again to his right. At
this stage a sergeant of the 52nd named Swift,121 whose
sonlaa had been killed at the Landing, crept out between the
trench and the wire with a rifle, and presently reported that
he had shot the machine-mnner who had barred that flank.
Capt. H . E. hf. hfassey, Sznd Bn. Draughtsman. of Queenstown, Tas.; b.
Mount Wycheprmf, Vic., 23 March, 1891. Killed in action, 3 Sept., 1916.
ns Lieut. A. B Black, D C.hl ; sand Bn. Farmer; of Harvey district, W Aust.,
b. Cranbourne, Vic., 30 Dec., 1886.
Lieut. J. B. Wilson, Sand Bn. Civil servant; of Torrensville, S. Aust ; b.
Norwood, S Aust., I I S e p t , 1892. Killed in action, 3 Sept., 1916.
19 S g t . J. A. Swift (No 3899; sand Bn.)
Plumber; of Sandy Bay, Tar.; b.
Bellerive, Tas., 1870. ( H e himself was killed by a shell next day.)
= P t e . T. W W Swift (No. 1a4a; lath Bn ). Clerk; of Sandy Bay. Tas.; b
Hobart, 1894. Killed in action, as April, 1915.
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Maxwell found that he could now push out
own bombers
into craters. They drove back those of the enemy, and,
advancing very quickly-passing the German machine-gunner
lying dead across his gun-descried in a sap, some distance
in front, a line of Australian heads. The 52nd raised a cheer.
Some forty Germans -probably the bombers -hiding in
craters near by, heard it, stumbled to their feet, and
surrendered;1z* and the 52nd joined with the 49th.
Thus
Littler's objective was taken ; but he himself never reached
it. Later he was searched for, and found lying dead in front
of the German machine-gun position, towards which he had
evidently struggled.
Of the officers of the 52nd in the front of the attack, nine
were killed and two wounded.lP4 Its men were scattered,
some falling back on Park Lane, and " Little " Maxwell, with
Sergeant Black as his right hand man, was left commanding
its chief remnant in the front line.
Endeavouring again
to probe for the companies on his left, he found Germans
in strength in a northward-leading trench, and, his
men being too few for
more extension, he built
three successive barricades
and held fast. His reports,
sent by runners after each
new development, promptly
reached his commander,
Major Lane, at battalion
headquarters.1P6
A quarter of a mile to
Maxwell's left, part of the
left company of the 52nd
under Sergeant Cutts1a8had, indeed, reached a battered length
'"They were lent to the rear in charge of four wounded Australians.
= T h e 5znd lost Ca ts Littler Massey R. R R Ekin-Smyth and J McNamara
and Lieuta J. B. d i l s o n E. 'c. Main' G S Reinecke J b. H. 'Taylor and
L. L. Wadsley killed, and' LicutXol. M. P. Beevor and'L&a.
C. Blakne; and
R. Dickson wounded. (Littler belon ed to Devonport Tas.; Massey to Queenstown,
Tas.; Ekin-Smyth to Adelaide, Mcdamara to Launciston. Tas.; Wilson to Torrcnnrille, S Aust ; Main to Brisbane; Rcinecke to Kensington Park, S Aust.; Taylor to
Wilcannia. N.S.W.; Wadslcy to Cygnet Tas.; Beevor to Adelaide, Blakncy to
Hobart; and Dickmn to Perth, W. Aust.').
In thir fight some reports arrived at Brigade H Q. half-an-hour after leaving
the front line.
Lieut H. J Cutts, 49th Bn. Grazier; of S t Leonards, Tas ; h. Launceston,
Tas., 16 F e b , 1890.
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of the Fabeck Graben, between Points 42 and 73.
They
were in view of the 51st, one of whose officers came to them
from the farm and left with
them a Lewis gun; but they
;
were weak and did not ?
extend to Point 42, beyond Ib
which they could see the
main line of the 51st
digging in.
Such was the situation
at 8 o’clock. Headquarters
was anxious at the absence Positions m which troops or flares WCII
of news that the 5Ist and seen by air-observer at 8.30 a.m. are
in black. F, F . F mark the points
52nd were joined; but in shown
at which he saw flares. Position of
S
l
s
t
Battalion
beyond Farm is huchwred.
the advanced line of the 51st
and 49th there were no
misgivings.
About 8 o’clock, however, Germans began to
appear in the communication trench leading to Point 42, and
were shortly afterwards seen between the advanced line of
the 51st and the party of
the 52nd on its flank. The
commander of the latter,
Sergeant Cutts, ran to the
farm to inform company
headquarters. The small
Rfl
detachment of the 52nd at
the farm was accordingly
sent forward. But at that
moment an enemy bombardment-partly of 9-inch
shells1z7-began
to fall
upon the farm. The fate of
the supporting party is unknown, but it did not reach
Cutts, who had returned
to his men.
H e had no bombs.lP8 The Germans, though
heavily fired on by the 51st, were thrusting in at Point 42
m O n e of these blew up one of the captured German machine-guns.
Some men whom he had sent for them were never heard of again
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in numbers much greater than Cutts’s party, and attacking
with bombs.
Cutts therefore ordered a withdrawal to the
farm.
The sight of the 52nd falling back with the Germans
hopping from shell-hole to shell-hole in pursuit came as
As its advanced line was now
a shock to the 51st.
“ i n the air,” Clifford appears to have made his way to
Bailey and suggested a withdrawal to the farm.
Bailey
replied that orders were to hold on a t all costs. This,
therefore, they decided to do, in the meantime asking
for instructions. Captain
Williams at the farm sent
them fifty men, and with
the rest, including Cutts’s
party, formed a second
line, bent back around
the ruins. The situation
quickly became desperate.
Lieutenant Bailey, stepping
back from the front to
give an order, was killed.
Clifford, sitting on the back
;.I .
of the trench, continued
to urge his men to dig. A message was received that, if
not reinforced, he would have to bring his line nearer to the
farm. Then a note“

Being hard pressed. Enemy bombing up our trench from both
ends. Strong point in our left rear129 has not been cleared, as they
are sniping from our rear. Trench half-full of wounded and deadcan’t get (them) back. Can a party be organised to clear strong
point? If not, it will go hard with us. Only have about 30 men with
me. No sign of a communication trench to us from farm as yet. Lost
trace of 5znd. Believe we have got too far. 8.30 a.m.
Lieut. Clifford.

This was the last message received from the two advanced
companies. Shortly afterwards, under fire from the attacking
enemy and heavy bombardment, the rear party at the farm,
now reduced to two wounded officers and thirty men, fell
Either Point ag or Point I J
If the latter, the two companies must, as
Clifford suspected, have gone a little too far and missed that vitt!ly important
point. But they could hardly have missed the central dugout (“ C on p S44)
also, if it then existed; and air-photographs afford ground for believing that it did
exist.
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back. The Germans reaching the north-east corner of the
ruins had underground access to all parts of them. Within
a few minutes a minenwerfer began to fire from the place.
The two companies were then completely surrounded. In
vain during the following night patrols probed for them.130
Years afterwards it was learnt that, when the Germans
attacked, all bombers and machine-guns were ordered to the
flanks.
The Lewis gun on the right jammed. Lieutenant
SmytheIs1 on that flank sent word to Clifford that he was
being bombed out. The answer was: " Hang on at all costs."
Clifford was presently shot through the head. Smythe sent
to the left for more bombers, but only two unwounded menxsP
reached him. With the enemy now bombing from shell-holes
in rear, Smythe gave the word to make for the farm, but it
was then too late.
He was killed and a certain number
captured, including many wounded lying in a crater behind
the trench.133 Eight years later officials of the Graves
Commission found beyond Mouquet Farm a trench filled with
the bodies of Australians.
There is little doubt that they
were a remnant of the lost c o m p a n i e ~ . ~ ~ '
The gap on the right of the 51st had become known to
General Glasgow, who at once sent a company of the 50th
to the old front line south-east of the farm, from which, if
la0The 5ist Battalion after dark sent out four patrols each of four men. Next
morning one of these was missing. Three men of k second and four of a
third, were wounded; the fourth patrol returned with two men of ;be lost companies
who had been wounded at an early stage when things were going well, and could
give no later news.
Lieut. E. G. Smythe, 51st Bn. Commercial traveller. of Claremont, W. Aust ;
b. Woollahra. N.S.W.. 16 Aug., 1892. Killed in action ' J Sept 1 9 1 6
Company Quartermaster-Sergeant S Edwards (of 'Mount sryan,' S. Aust.),
and Private T. E. Peake (of Albany, W. Aust.) Both Edwards (wounded) and
Peake were eventually captured. In April 1918 Edwards and a French ser cant
(Levasseur) escaped from near Lechfeld, ;nd au'cceeded in reaching Switseryand,
io0 miles distant.
l*JLnutenant M'. A. Halvorsen (of Perth W. Aust.), very badly hit.
tried to reach the Australian lines on Sept. 4,' but was again shot through the
body and captured. Sgt. Ramshaw was picked u by enem stretcher-bearers on
the 5th. Sgt. L. A. Parsons (of I(orrelocking. k\!
Aust.), shot through both legs.
lay in a shell-hole and wrote to his brother a letter which was afterwards found
nn hi. hodv.
On the night of Scot. la-nine
davs after the attack-a Canadian
&rii-u&dTr. L/Cpl. J . W-. Stevensbn. 2nd Can. Mtd. Rifles Battalion. found three
Australians of the gist Battalion in No-Man's Land near the south-west corner
of the farm. Two of them were badly wounded. and the third, Pte. M. Doohan (of
Sydney) had stayed with them, feeding them with bully beef and other food for
which he had foraged at night among the dead.
U4Of the officers of the 5rst engagcd, only two returned. and those both
wounded
The rest. except one badly wounded and captured, were killed. Those
killed wire Capt. D . McCallum, C. S. Dawkina. Lieuts. P. W. S Bailey, A. G .
Clifford C. H Smith E. G. Smythe D. G . Cam bell A R Dunkley W Brown.
(McCalium beionged 'to Kalgoorlie, W. Aust ; 8awLins a i d Bailey ' t o Subiaco.
!+'. Aust.; Clifford to Donnybrook W. Aust.: Smith to Perth; Smythe to Clare.
rnont, W. Aust.; Campbell to Walgett. N.S.W.; Dunkley to Pitzroy. Vic.; and
Brown to Liverpool. N.S.W.)
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possible, it was to counter-attack; but, finding the old front
line practically empty, the commander of this company
withdrew his men to The Quarry.
The Germans in the
farm, according to their own records, now penetrated to
ground south of that occupied by them before the attack.
The next of Glasgow's reserves-a
company of the 13th
Canadian Battalion-was
now ordered by him to take
over this corner.
Firmly led by its commander, Major
MacPherson,*S6guided by 'I Big " Maxwell, it occupied during
the afternoon the old line and sap-heads.
Thus the Australian thrust had been again defeated,
except on the crest of the ridge. There the 49th, supported
by a company of the 50th under Captain Todd,lse dug itself
deeply in and held firm; the battle then resolved itself into
a desperate struggle by the fraction of the 52nd under
" Little "
Maxwell to safeguard the 4 9 t h ' ~ flank.lS7
Reinforced about 11 a.m. by
some bombers with a supply
of grenades, he had about
ninety men-parts
of three
companies.
The Germans
broke in on his left and were
in turn driven out, They next
appeared 100 yards in front,
and he was strongly urged
by Captain Fortescue of the 49th to attack them ; but, having
already to defend over 200 yards of trench, he decided against
this proposal. The position was indeed threatening, and the
troops were tired and, as the hours wore on without help
arriving, increasingly depressed. At 3.25, however, the ~ 2 n d ' ~
bombers again came up with a supply of bombs. Five minutes
h J O r J. D. MacPherson. M.C.; 13th Canadian Infantry Battalion (Royal
Highlanders of Canada). Of Montreal; b. Montreal, I Feb., 1892.
'30This company-a weak one-war sent up througz the barrage to the 49th'.
support trench (the first ob'ective). on which the bombardment chiefly fell and
L. Todd, 50th Bn. Clerk, of Thebarton. S. Aust.;
dug it 6 fett deep. (Capt.
b. Adelaide. z g June. 18gr 1
-'The messages with which this young officer, little more than a boy, kept
his superiors informed of the progress of this long fight are in the Australian
War Memorial. Maxwell's party included Lieut. B l a h & . Coy. Sgt.-hfaJor L.
A. Renou, Coy. Sgt.-MaJor G. S Feist, S g t s . A. B. Black, E. G. Hodge,
B. \V. Addison. G. M. Livesey, A. Cook, P. Norman and E. \V. McQuaid
Blakney belonged to Hobart. Tar.: Renou to Canninat& W. Aust : Feist to
Mount Kokeby. W. Aust.; Black to Harvey district. W. 'Aust.; Hodge to Port
Adelaide, S. Aust.; Addison to Hobart. Livesey to Sema bore S Aunt.: Cook
to Pcrth, W. Aust.; Norman to Albany, kf. Aust ; and Mc&aid'to Tasmania.)

b.
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later across the open in rear there was seen approaching a
wave of men in kilts, and into the trench there jumped a
full company of 250 men of the 13th Canadian Battalion
under Captain J. H. Lovett.lSs They had been sent forward
by Glasgow up the sunken road in “ S u d V,”130 and by
extraordinarily good luck-since Maxwell’s position was not
where it was supposed to bel‘O-reached
almost without loss
its extreme flank post. The 13th were Scottish Canadians,”’
and to the weary Australians this support came like a draught
of strong wine; they could not have been reinforced by better
Active sniping was at once recommenced. Captain
Lovett, though much senior to “ Little ” Maxwell, took the
wise but unusual step of placing himself under his direction.
As each Canadian had brought two bombs, Maxwell asked
him to take over the bomb-fighting 011 his left.
About this time important changes came over the direction
of the battle.
At 3 p.m. General Birdwood and the Anzac
staff left Contay for Ypres, handing over control to the
Canadian Corm staff under
Lieutenant-General Byng.
At 6.30 p.m., it being then
certain that all the Reserve
Army’s attacks except this
one had failed, General
Gough suspended all other
operations, but confirmed
an order already issued by
Glasgow for safeguarding
the captured high-ground
by joining it up through
The dotted lire shows the ) o ~ t i o n at
Point 73 and O.G. I with
first bclsezvd to be held.
the line i n front of
138hIa~orJ. H. Lovett, hI.C., 13th Canadian Inf. Bn. (Royal Highlanders of
Canada). Bank accountant. of Toronto, b. Ayr, Ontario. 28 July, 1888. (He had
preceded his troops and was in the trench when they arrived).
l a D T h ~ swas one of the two Canadian companies whieh had replaced the 50th In
Park Lane about I p.m.
This company also was guided to the sunken road by
“ Big ” Maxwell.
‘‘Osee the sketch. y d p. 856.
Their title was
The Royal Highlanders of Canada.”
‘“An Australian, who was at Ccn. Glas ow’s H.Q. when Major MacPhcrson
(commanding the second company of these Zanadian reserves) was being directed
by Glasgow to the front, wrote: “ H e (MacPhcrson) was a man nearing middle
age, erect, tough as wire, with lines on his face such as hard fighting and
responsibility leave on the face of every soldier
An AustralIan (Claspow)
explained to him quietly where he wished him to take his men , . . it meant
plunging straight into the thick of the Somme battle wlth all its Ynknown horrors
But the mycomer said quietly, Yes. Sir,’ and
-everyone
there knew that.
climbed up and out into the light

. . .
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Mouquet Farm. The two Canadian companies in the line
(Lovett's and MacPherson's) were ordered to do this, the
remainder of their battalion (the 13th) being now brought
in to relieve the 51st south and east of the farm.148
About 6 o'clock Lovett's Canadians bombed to the leftMaxwell's men extending to keep touch-but
were driven
back. Thenceforward to the end of the battle, Lovett's and
Maxwell's troops fought as one body. Dawn on September
4th found their position unchanged, and the enemy again
massing in front. He attempted to advance, and, on being
stopped, began sniping vigorously from a westward extension
of the 4 9 t h ' ~ front line.
On Captain Swain1" of
5
t
the 49th being informed,
the bombing officer of
that battalion, Lieutenant
Stuart,146 with LanceCorporal
at once
organised an attack. At
its commencement Stuart
saw a white handkerchief
waved from the German
position. Jumping on to
I
.Wa- -;- sp0;<9
the parapet to beckon the
enemy in, he was instantly sh0t.l"
Captain Swain decided
not to continue the attack; but the Germans had already
I

:

I(* Canadian Corps Headquarters, not perhaps fully realising the nature of the
conditions around Mouquet Farm or the extent to which the Canadian troops
there had been already tried, somewhat extended the orders of Glasgow and Cox
by directing that the 13th Battalion should during the night capture the farm
This being impossible, was not carried out. The orders of Cox and Glasgow
also 'were based partly on misapprehension-it baving been reported that Australians
or Canadians were at and beyond the north-eastern corner of the farm (where
troop-probablj
German-had
been seen by an aeroplane observer) and at or
near 73 (where Maxwell had reported himself to be). The orders could not he
carried out literally, but their intention was eventually fulfilled (as will be seen)
by the Canadians joining up their lines through the sunken road in " Sud V."
Major H. L. Swain, M.C.: 49th Bn. Secretary; of East Brlsbane; b
Leytonstone, Essex, Eng.. 28 Nov. 1882
Lieut. P. F. M. Stuart, 49th Bn.
Jackeroo; of Rockhampton, Q'land; h
Rockbampton, 1894. Killed in action, 4 S e p t , 1916.
Sgt. T. M. Scott (No. 2675: 49th Bn.). Sugar worker: of Bundaberg and
Gin Gin, Q'land; b. Maroondan. Q'land, I7 June, 1891. Killed in action. 5 April,
1917,
'7 For this and many deplorable incidents, treachery rannot fairly be imputed
The raising of the white flag was probabl unknown to the German who fired, and
in any case he was not hound by it onfess it was raised with proper arithority
and answered in the proper manner
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been suppressed. On one who had surrendered to Maxwell’s
party was found a map14e which showed that the 52nd and
49th were not so far to the left as they had believed.
Maxwell, having confirmed this discovery by comparison with
an aeroplane-photograph possessed by Fortescue, at once
reported it.148
Twice on this day, when a gathering of Germans on the
flanks threatened a counter-attack, the rockets sent up by
the 49th for artillery barrage brought no response,’bo but
on each occasion the enemy was easily driven o f f . A t 3.30
p.m., however, a smashing bombardment of artillery and
trench-mortar fire suddenly descended on the left half of
Maxwell’s and Lovett’s position. The Tasmanians had now
been fighting for thirty-five hours, and the Canadians for
over twenty-four, but their spirit is evidenced by the following
note :
Are out of food and water. Have given orders to broach iron
rations. Sending prisoner back by messenger.
D. S. Maxwell, Lt. A Coy.
P.S.-Believe Captain (Lovett) said ‘‘ 52nd men were quite knocked
out.” Rot, we are going strong. D.S.M.

This bombardment, however, exterminated the entire
garrison of the sector on which it fell. Hurrying through to
the farthest barrier, Maxwell, with a Canadian sergeant
named Mackenzie, found three bombers under a Canadian
subaltern still holding, but, in the last 150 yards of trench
behind them, none but dying or badly wounded men. Lovett
and Sergeant Blacklbl had been seriously hit. Determined
to uphold the flank of the 49th, Maxwell cleared the
bombarded sector of all but the dying, shortened his line,
and built a new and stronger barricade just short of the welldefined edge of the bombardment. Withdrawing his men a
‘a This was a British map, ap arently taken from the body of some Australian
officer at the middle or end of Rugust.
” S e e sketch on p. 854. The mistake had been due partly to the non-existence
of trench 0 3 ~ 3 6 .partly to the trench south of 66 being mistaken for the sunken
road south of 36.
”OThe reason possibly war that the artillery of the 2nd Australian Division wai
on this and the next day being rcliwcd by that of the 18th British and 1st
Canadian Divisiona. The Lahore Divisional Artillery war transferred on Sept. 5
to the 3rd Canadian Division, but was not relieved by that of the 2nd Canadian
Division until Sept. io. The 4th Australian Division on leaving the Somme was
allotted the artillery of the 3rd Canadian Division.
WBlack, badly hit through the neck, urged that if he could not fire a Lewis
gun he could sit by and instruct others how to do SO
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stone’s throw farther, he, with five volunteers, Australians
and Canadians, returned and sat down behind the barricade,
awaiting the anticipated attack.
This did not come; but the enemy artillery by some means
quickly located the new barrier, and a howitzer battery began
to feel for it, the four shells falling every three minutes close
about the barrier, and sprinkling the small party with earth.
To turn their minds from the fatal burst which must soon
come, they began to tell each other stories of wheat-growing,
comparing the methods of
Canada and eastern and
western AustralialS2-until
the inevitable shell crashed
in their midst, killing or
wounding all except Maxwell.
H e withdrewlSs twenty yards, ’
waiting for attack, and at
dusk, when the fire eased
and no attack came, at once
German Pressure indicated by
returned to the nearest
Arrow.
barrier, now broken. H e had
by then only some forty men, Australians and Canadians, but
with a companion he lay most of the night ahead of his men,
guarding the flank.
Will try to hold on where I am (he reported) and recommend
relieving force to occupy R. 28 c. 54 to R. 28 c. 22 (Le., as far as the
sunken road in “ Siid V”-the connecting link with the left now
suggested by the brigadier).

This during the night he succeeded in doing. His men
were then so exhausted that, when a greater shell than usual
began regularly to fall, they would be wakened by its shriek,
fall asleep, and be wakened again by the explosion. But
they held till a company of the 16th Canadian Battalion
reached and relieved them and was guided by Maxwell
through the now empty trench to the neighbourhood of his
original barricades. Pushing out thence with their bombers,
the Canadians joined up the line as intended.
The 49th,
>“The party included Sgt biackenzie (from Manitoba) and Coy. Si#.-Major
Renou (from Western Australia).
IS After attending to the wounded.
One of Maxwell’s small party, a lad of the
5and. himself mortally wounded, insisted that the others must he attended to
before himself.
40
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delayed by fresh enemy pressure, was relieved at dawn on
September 5th.
The Commander of the 3rd Canadian
Brigade, Brigadier-General Tuxf ~rd,’~’ at 8.30 a.m. took
over from General Glasgow. The commander of the 1st
Canadian Division ( Major-General Currie188) had relieved
General Cox at noon on the 4th.
Thus, after one of the bitterest fights in the history of the
A.I.F., part of the Fabeck Graben was won; and, with this
single success, Gough’s encircling attack upon Thiepval ended.
The 13th Brigade lost 41 officers and 1,305 men,*86but the
troops were conscious that they had won and held what was
considered an important objective. One who saw them at
Pozieres towards the end of that exhausting trial wrote:
“ T h e way was absolutely open . . . and others were
bending low and running hurriedly. . . . Our men were
walking as if they were in Pitt Street, erect, not hurrying,
each man carrying himself as proudly and carelessly as a
British officer does.”
On the German side, arrangements for the projected counterattack167 by the Guard Reserve Corps had been almost completed when
the Reserve Army’s offensive interrupted them. The German attack
was to be made by fourteen companies, each zoo strong. Preliminary
orders had been issued by the corps, part of the troops on September
2 sent into training at Grevillers>6* and September 5 proposed (but
not yet approved by Army) as the d y of the attack. 2everal times,
however, within the last few days lively movement behind the
Australian lines had caused the German divisional staffs to expect an
early attack. The local artillery appears to have been strengthened
on August zg by the addition of the 3rd Guard .Reserve F.A.
Regiment169 to that already in the line. As a further precaution two
companies of the II/64th R.I.R. were sent up every night from the
Zollern Redoubt to the new trench (“ Mouquet Riegel ”) north of the
I

1~Brig.-Gen. C . S Tuxford C B C M C D.S.O. Commanded 3rd Canadian
Infantry Brigade, 1916/19
hGo;’ car h c h . of Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan,
Canada; b. Penmorfa, Carnarvonshire, Wales. 7 keb., 1870.
Cen. Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G .K.C.B. Commanded and Canadian Infantry
Brigade, 1 g i 4 / 1 5 : 1st Canadian Di’;islon, I915/17; Canadlan Corps. IgI7/19.
Principal of McCill University, Montreal, 1920/33; b. Napperton, Ontario, Canada,
5 Dec., 1875. Died, zp Nov., 1933.
1- The detailed casualtier wereOfficers.
Other Ranks.
49th Bn.
..
13
..
417
50th Bn.
I
..
76
gist Bn.
I3
..
365
I+
..
438
52nd Bn.
13th M.G. COG.
..
..
2
..
9
Lieut. J. B. bfoncrieff (of Mitchell, Q’land) of the machine-gun company was
killed, and Lieut. W. M. Cousins (of Trundle, N.S W.) wounded.
The name given to this enterprise was Urloub (“Leave ”).
151 See p. 822.
‘=That nlght, by an accidental fire which trapped them in the cel!ar of a
hillet. r7 of the party from the 5th Giiard Grenadiers were killed and 32 injured.
1% Covering the 4th Guard Division.

..
..

....
..
..

....
..
..
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farm. Towards evening on September z the 4th Guard Division
reported to corps headquarters that the British trenches near Mouquet
Farm and the Leipzig Salient were filling with troops, and that an
early attack must be expected. The artillery was therefore turned.
upon these positions.
Early next morning the two companies of the 64th had just
returned from their advanced night station when the British barrage
oDened. The 5th Foot Guards now held Point 54; and, though that
pbint may have been screened
by
smoke,
a
supporting
company of the 5th Guard
Grenadiers farther back is said
to have poured heavy fire into
the flank of the Australians
attacking the farm, standing
up to shoot and firing almost
with impunity.
The
Prussian
Guards
fought extremely well, as they
had done throughout this
period ; but, like other troops,
they were now showing some
signs of exhaustion. Although
the Australian communications
lay bare to them at a few
hundred yards’ range, they Disposition of German forces near Mouqurt
had. frequently refrained from Farm O(I Aug. 31. B y Sept. 3 the Guard
been rehecvd by the 5th
sniping,
lest
artillery-fire Grenadiers hadFoot
Guards.
should be drawn upon them.160
Those caDtured at the farm
afterwards said that they had expected the preliminary bombardment to last much longer, and that, when the Australians came
with”-and
not after-the shell-fire, there had been no chance of
resisting. The immediate counter-attack was made by the II1/1st
Guard Reserve Regiment, from northeast and, later, from north. The
two companies of II/64th were also sent back to assist by attacking
from the north-west. In addition, parts of the 5th Foot Guards were
at some stage employed. The I Battalion of the Guard Grenadiers
was held ready, as were the orderlies and clerks of headquarters, being
organised into detachments for defending the rear trenches north of
the farm. By I I o’clock the 1st Guard Reserve Regiment had taken
seventy prisoners of the 4th Australian Division: but it had used all
its available reserves, and had therefore to call back its I1 Battalion,
which only the previous night had been sent back exhausted to billets
in Haplincourt. Further heavy attacks against the farm were reported
at noon (possibly the advance by the 50th and, later, the 13th Canadian
Battalion), and the 1st Guard Reserve Division is said to have
incurred heavy casualties in repelling them.
The loss of part of the Fabeck Graben, between which and the
Zollern Graben half-a-mile away no further trench existed, was
seriously regarded by the German corps staff. A counter-attack was
therefore planned, but was eventually postponed as being likely to
‘ M I t was to this fear that Cen. Glaqcow and h l a ~ o rDickinson, visiting the line
before the battle, apparently owed their I~ves.
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prove too expensive unless deliberately prepared. The pressure upon
the 49th and 52nd Australian Battalions seems therefore to have been
caused by local reserves feeling for their enemy or trying to take up
the positions allotted to them. So exhausted was the 1st Guard
Reserve Division that it was feared that another attack might find it
incapable of resisting. The average strength of its battalions in the
front line had fallen to 150. Accordingly, on September 4 it was
reinforced by the r f j r d R.I.R. (which relieved the 64th R.I.R.), and
a battalion of the 93rd R.I.R. (4th Guard Division) was also lent
to it for use at the farm.
On September 5 the 1st Guard Reserve Division began to be
relieved by the 45th Reserve Division. Next day the 4th Guard
Division also declared that it could no longer guarantee the power of
its troops to withstand strong attack, but the corps commander was
of opinion that it had not yet reached the limit of its power of
endurance. As the most pressing operation was now the recovery of
the lost sector of the Fabeck Graben, the project of recapturing
Pozieres heights-" Urlaub "-was
finally abandoned.

With the relief of the 49th, soth, and ~ 2 n d .the participation o f the Australians in this phase of the Somme
battle, and also the battering operations against Mouquet
Farm, came to an end. The Fourth Army had succeeded at
Guillemont, and in the next few days the French reached
C16i-y-sur-Somme-a
starting point for possible operations
against the Bapaume-Pkronne ridge. But on September 5th,
by order from Haig, the Reserve
Army's task of securing Thiepval
before the mid-September offensive was given up. Seven times
the Australians had been launched
from the head of their salient
against these defences. Only the
last and greatest effort had resulted in any gain of value, and
that on a front so narrow that no
troops in the world could have
retained it against deliberate
counter-attack.
Such a counterattack occurred early on September 8th, when, after two days'
concentrated bombardment, in which the 16th Canadian
Battalion suffered terrible loss, the enemy, attacking during
the " change over " of the 14th and 7th Canadian Battalions,
retook the Fabeck Graben.
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German accounts show that the recapture of the lost section was
the result of a planned raid undertaken by troops of the 1st Guard
Reserve Regiment assisted by some of the III/64th. This was the
last operation of the Guard Reserve Corps before its withdrawal. The
Germans claim to have retaken Kollmann Trench as well-both
trenches had been practically demolished by shell-fire The losses of
the Guard Reserve Corps in the Mouquet Farm fighting were heavy,
the whole period being described as among the severest experienced
by these troops. The 4th Guard Division (relieved on September 12)
lost in three weeks 50 officers and 3,150 men; complete figures for
the 1st Guard Reserve Division are not available, but 1,171 are said
to have been lost in the fighting of September ~ - 4 . ~ ~ 1

laThe history of Mouquet Farm after the 1st Canadian Division twk over the
front may be shortly told. The Canadians reported six German counter-attack.
(Sept. 8 morning and evening, Sept,
morning and evening Sept I O and I I ) , of
which only that of the 8th succeed)ed. They themselves’ were‘ not allowed to
attack the farm until after the great advances of Se t. 1 5 . when Courcelette and
part of the Fabeck Graben near .it were captured T& 3rd Canadian Division had
now taken over the left, and it was proposed ‘that it should seize part of the
Zollern Trench and thence attack Mouquet Farm from tbe east, so many attempt8
by the Australians from fhe south havin been defeated. But the preliminary
movement on Sept. 16 farled, and this pfan was abandoned. As however the
rat Canadian Mounted Rifles had raided the farm on the 15th ?Point 73‘ was
raided at the same time without success), an attem t was now made to capture
it by somewhat similar methods on the ni ht of tEe 16th. The and Canadian
Mounted Rifles succeeded in over-runnin %e farm, seizing and breaking down
the dugout entrances.
A trench intende8 to encircle the ruins was then begun
and the caoture of the farm was regarded a comolcte-though
Germans
could
-..
..-.still be heard working in mme pass; e undergrouid-when
& u t z a.m., the
mounted rifles were relieved by the 11tf British Division (th; Canadian front waa
being shifted farther east).
Whether the interned Germans found an openin
and filtered back into the farm, or whether the relief was not cornaletelr Carrie!
out is unknown. The encircling trench was not finished and the farm-remained
in berman hands It was not until Sept. 26, when by ah advance on the greater
part of its front the Reserve Army (the attacking force-from left to r i g h t d e i n
the and and 1st Canadian and 11th and 18th British Division2 took Thiepvd
ven &en. when
and Zollern Redoubt that Mouquet Farm was at last overrun.
sweeping through add on both sides of the ruins the 11th Division captured the
Zollern Redoubt, fiftyfive Germans under an officer held ont.in the farm dugouts
until the end of the day, when they surrendered to a working party of the 6tb
East Yorkshire Regiment (Pioneers).

